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Low-income homeownership is an increasingly salient public policy objective in 
Philadelphia as it is around the rest of the country. Yet, without needed support in maintaining 
their homes, it is questionable whether homeownership works for low-income families. This 
report focuses on whether low-income home repair policies in Philadelphia can more effectively 
address the home repair needs of those with the most severe problems and thereby reduce 
housing abandonment and homelessness rates in the City.  

 
In order to investigate this critical issue thoroughly, we examine data from a variety of 

sources. First, we use data from the 2000 U.S. Census to compare Philadelphia to a number of 
east coast cities of different sizes and other major cities on the east coast and elsewhere that are 
economically distressed like Philadelphia to provide a portrait of Philadelphia’s housing profile. 
Next, using data from the American Housing Survey, we provide a statistical profile of the target 
population for the City’s major home repair program and we estimate the cost of addressing the 
most critical cases of need for home repair assistance. Third, we rely on qualitative data from 
field interviews with housing advocates and administrators to further detail the nature of the low-
income home repair problem as it exists in Philadelphia and to assess how the City is responding 
to the problem. Fourth, we survey the major programs Philadelphia has developed to address the 
problems associated with low-income homeownership and repair. Fifth, we follow this 
background information with three homeowner profiles to illustrate the types of experiences low-
income homeowners have with the City’s programs. Last, we offer our conclusions on 
Philadelphia’s attempts to support low-income homeownership by addressing repair problems 
and what can be done to make these efforts more effective in aiding those with the most serious 
need for assistance.1 

 
Our initial findings are that Philadelphia is a city with very old housing stock, much of it 

in disrepair. Much of the housing is owned rather than rented. Remarkably, many of these homes 
are owned without mortgages and Philadelphia low-income families have high rates of 
homeownership compared to other cities. Many low-income homeowners are elderly, nonwhite 
and own homes of very low assessed values. Elsewhere, we have suggested that for this 
population, the options for renting affordable housing that is safe and in sound condition are also 
limited and low-income renters often live in housing that is in no better condition than the homes 
owned by the poor. Therefore, helping low-income homeowners maintain their homes in livable 
condition should be a major policy priority in Philadelphia. Such assistance can play an 
important role in reducing abandonment and homelessness among the poorest segments of the 
City’s population. The City needs to dramatically increase its funding for low-income home 
repair, while diversifying its housing stock and making other forms of housing, affordable rental 
housing in particular, more available. 

 
When we examine available data in detail we find that even if we confine our focus to the 

low-income homeowners with severe home repair problems, the needs of this population greatly 
exceed the City’s current attempts to address them. In addition, many of City’s programs have 
limitations that further hamper low-income homeowners from accessing assistance with home 

                                                           
1 For further analysis that goes indepth on both low-income homeowners and renters in Philadelphia, see Corey 
Shdaimah and Roland Stahl, The Perils of Low-Income Homeowning:  Home Repair Problems and Policies in 
Philadelphia, (Bryn Mawr: Center on Ethnicities, Communities and Social Policy, Policy Brief #2, Bryn Mawr 
College, 2005). 
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repair problems.  Timing is critical as many of the funds raised by the City through bond issues 
for its high-profile Neighborhood Transformation Initiative (NTI) are being spent on the 
demolition of dilapidated housing and clear blocks for possible development of new housing. 
Much of this initiative is focused on trying to attract the development of housing that would 
bring more middle and upper class families back into the City. How much new affordable 
housing for low-income families will be built remains uncertain. And due to the lengthy tenure 
of many (often elderly) homeowners, there is understandable reluctance to leave homes and 
communities which would likely displace important ties and support networks. Therefore, in the 
short run, expanding and revising Philadelphia’s low-income home repair programs is critical. 
Given the lack of alternatives, failure to increase support for low-income home repair programs 
risks increasing the housing problem in Philadelphia, including the costs associated with 
increased housing abandonment and increased homelessness. Given the severity of the problem 
and the limitations of current home repair policies, for the long run it is very important to also 
consider policies that develop more affordable rental housing for low-income families in 
Philadelphia. 

 
STATISTICAL ESTIMATIONS OF THE PROBLEM 
 
1. 14-City Comparison Profile 
 

Using the 2000 Census we can compare statistical estimates of the housing situation in 
Philadelphia to those of other cities. Table 1 compares Philadelphia to a number of other east 
coast cities and several other major cities on the east coast and Midwest with which Philadelphia 
is often compared.2  Highlighted below are the main findings: 

• Philadelphia’s poverty rate for 2000 was not unusual. All comparison cities had a similar 
poverty rate and fell within a range between 20-28 percent.   

 

• Philadelphia has a relatively old housing stock with 58 percent of its housing built before 
1950. The median year built for housing units in Philadelphia is 1945, compared to 1963 
for Miami and 1962 for Atlanta. The oldest median year built for housing units in our 
comparison group is 1940 for Boston, Cleveland and Pittsburgh. It is 1941 for St. Louis, 
1947 for Baltimore, 1948 for Detroit, and 1949 for New York and Washington, DC. 

 

• As a result of the relatively old housing stock and other economic factors, the median 
value of owner-occupied homes in Philadelphia is relatively low-$61,000 compared to 
$221,000 in New York, $210,000 in Boston, $153,500 in Washington DC, $144,300 in 
Chicago, and $144,100 in Atlanta. Only Pittsburgh has a lower median value than 
Philadelphia-$60,700. The median value for owner-occupied units in Detroit is $62,800, 
$63,500 for St. Louis, and $69,900 for Baltimore. 

 

• In part due to the low cost of housing, homeownership rates for all units is higher in 
Philadelphia than in any of our comparison cities—59 percent compared to just 24 

                                                           
2 Philadelphia is often compared with Detroit, St. Louis, and “weak market” cities: Baltimore, Chicago, Cleveland, 
and Pittsburgh. We added the following east coast cities: Atlanta, Boston, Miami, New Haven, New York, Newark 
NJ, and Washington, DC. See Bruce Katz, “Public Policy Roundtable on Weak Market Cities,” Presentation at the 
Surdna Foundation, February 24, 2004: http://www.brook.edu/urban/speeches/20040224_weakmarkets.htm.   
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percent for Newark, 30 percent for New York and New Haven, 32 percent for Boston, 
and 35 percent for Miami. The only other cities with a homeownership rate 50 percent or 
over are Baltimore at 50 percent, Pittsburgh at 52 percent, and Detroit at 55 percent. 

 

• Homeownership among the poor is higher in Philadelphia than in any of our comparison 
cities—38 percent compared to 8 percent in Newark, 9 percent in Boston and New 
Haven, 11 percent in New York, 16 percent in Miami and Washington DC, and 18 
percent in Atlanta and Chicago. The only other city with a homeownership rate among 
the poor over 30 percent is Detroit at 33 percent.  

 

• In spite of the fact that it has a relatively high homeownership rate, Philadelphia has the 
highest rate of all our cities for housing units without a mortgage—44 percent compared 
to 27 percent for Atlanta and Newark at the low end and 37 percent for Detroit, Miami 
and St. Louis at the high end. Pittsburgh is the only city besides Philadelphia with a 
percentage over 40 percent at 42 percent of its housing units without a mortgage. 

 

• The City does not have a distinctively high vacancy rate--11 percent of all units in 
Philadelphia were vacant according to the 2000 U.S. Census. The vacancy rates for our 
comparison cities range from St. Louis at the highest rate of 17 percent to Boston at the 
lowest rate of 5 percent. 

 
2. The BSRP Target Population Profile 
 

As the previous section indicates, the 2000 U.S. Census enables us to compare 
Philadelphia’s low-income home-owning population to that in other cities on certain key  
variables. It also can provide us some additional information on the low-income home-owning 
population in Philadelphia. For instance, the Census indicates that poor homeowners in 
Philadelphia are likely to live in houses built before 1950.3 According to the U.S. Census, 36,398 
or 73 percent of low-income homeowners live in housing units built before 1949.  

 
Yet, available Census data can take us only so far in developing an in-depth portrait of 

the low-income home-owning population in Philadelphia. To develop that in-depth portrait 
further, we examined data from the 1999 American Housing Survey (AHS). The 1999 AHS for 
Philadelphia provides a carefully selected sample of 530 heads of households.4 Earlier analyses 
of these data indicate a serious problem of excessive housing costs in Philadelphia: 

 
• There are 129,109 households in Philadelphia with incomes under $20,000 paying 30 percent 
or more of their income on housing. 
 
 
                                                           
3 The 1999 poverty line used for the most recent Census for a family of four (1 adult, 3 children) is $16,954. 
4 The American Housing Survey reports confidence intervals. Confidence intervals vary by sample size. The sample 
for the City of Philadelphia is 530. The American Housing Survey used 90 percent confidence intervals. For the 
Philadelphia sample, an estimate of 10,000 homeowners would yield a 90 percent confidence interval of 5,400, 
meaning that the actual number could be between 4,600 and 15,400. See American Housing Survey for the 
Philadelphia Metropolitan Area: Current Housing Reports, H170/99-33 (Washington, DC: March, 2001), Appendix 
D, Table X2, p. D-10. http://www.census.gov/prod/2001pubs/h170-99-33.pdf. 
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• 83 percent of renters and 64 percent of homeowners in Philadelphia with incomes under 
$20,000 pay 30 percent or more for housing. 70 percent of poor households that pay 30 percent 
or more for housing actually pay 50 percent or more for housing. 
 
• There are at least 30,000 fewer affordable housing units in Philadelphia than needed for rental 
households with incomes below $20,000.5 
 

The major home repair program in the City is the Basic Systems Repair Program (BSRP) 
and it sets its income eligibility cut-off at 150 percent of the official U.S. poverty line. We 
calculated an estimate for the potential target population in the City of Philadelphia. A statistical 
portrait of the BSRP target population is arguably more relevant than other statistical profiles 
since we are focusing on how well this program and others in the City are addressing the needs 
of the population with critical need for home repair assistance.6 Using the AHS we provide such 
a profile here along with other breakdowns.  

 
BSRP guidelines specify income cut-offs according to household size for people who 

apply for assistance. The following chart overviews of the BSRP income cut-offs. 
 

  Monthly income limit in $ for household size of 
1109  1 
1494  2 
1879  3 
2264  4 
2649  5 
3034  6 
3419 7 
3804  8 
 

Using data from the 1999 American Housing Survey, we first determined the number of 
low-income households in the city of Philadelphia according to BSRP income cut-offs. We find 
that 125,703 (or 33 percent) of home owning households fall below the BSRP income cut-offs.  
255,267 (or 67 percent) of homeowner households earn more than indicated by BSRP cut-offs.  
 

In order to capture repair and maintenance problems for those families owning homes 
that are in critical need of home repair assistance we use data from the AHS. We used a three-
level AHS index variable (ZADEQ) that captures multidimensional standards of housing quality 
adequacy to capture home repair or maintenance problems. The three levels of the ZADEQ 
variable represent adequate, moderately inadequate, and severely inadequate internal and 

                                                           
5 Amy Hillier and Dennis Culhane, Closing the GAP: Housing (Un)Affordability in Philadelphia (Philadelphia: 
Cartographic Modeling Laboratory, University of Pennsylvania, March 2003). 
6 There are other ways to calculate the number of low-income homeowners in a particular geographic area such as: 
(1) the federal poverty line 2004 for a household of four is $18,850 (U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services); (2) according to U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development for household of four low income 
(80 percent of the Average Monthly Income-AMI) is $50,650, for household of four very low (50 percent of AMI) is 
$31,650, and for household of four extremely low (30 percent of AMI) is $19,000; and (3) Philadelphia Office of 
Housing and Community Development low income (50 percent AMI) is $31,650, and very low income (25 percent 
AMI) is $15,825.  
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external conditions of housing units. A housing unit is described by the AHS as severely 
inadequate if it has either no plumbing facilities, major heating equipment problems, or no 
electricity. A housing unit can also be determined to be severely inadequate if a combination of 
less severe problems exists such as outside water leaks, inside water leaks, holes in the floor, 
cracks wider than a dime in the walls, areas of peeling paint or plaster larger than 8 1/2 x 11, or if 
rodents were seen in the unit. (For a full description of the ZADEQ, variable see Appendix 1). 
Moderately inadequate units are described by the AHS as non-severely inadequate and if some 
of the following conditions exist: the unit lacks complete kitchen facilities, there were 3 or more 
toilet breakdowns lasting 6 hours or more in the last 90 days, or an un-vented room heater is the 
main heating equipment. Comparing the conditions of homes owned to rented for each income 
group, however, does not reveal many differences. Most units are scored adequate—
approximately 90 percent in all cases for both homeowners and renters.  

 
We pursued this last issue further to profile the 10 percent of homeowners and renters 

who reside in moderately or severely inadequate housing. For this analysis, we combine the 
second and the third level of the ZADEQ variable because the repair problems captured by the 
‘moderately’ (2nd) and ‘severely’ (3rd) adequate levels are similar to the types of problems for 
which BSRP provides funding for repair undertakings.   

 
In our analysis of the BSRP target population we find that 13,770 households who own 

their homes in Philadelphia are BSRP income-eligible and determined by the American Housing 
Survey to be in moderately or severely inadequate condition. This means that 3.6 percent of all 
households who own their homes and 11.0 percent of all such households with incomes below 
the BSRP income cut-offs are living in inadequate housing that is in dire need of repair. This is 
the population is be most at risk of housing abandonment and possible homelessness if they do 
not receive assistance with their home repair problems (see Table 5).  

 
A further breakdown of the types of repair problems among BSRP income-eligible 

households shows that 6030 BSRP units (or 4.8 percent of all BSRP income-eligible households) 
are determined by the AHS as severely inadequate, and 7740 BSRP income-eligible households 
(or 6.2 percent of all BSRP income-eligible households) are determined as moderately 
inadequate.  

 
Table 2 presents the demographic characteristics, some of which are highlighted below, 

of homeowners with incomes below the BSRP cut-offs who live in houses that the American 
Housing Survey considers moderately or severely inadequate.  

 

• The average head of household of such units is 52 years old.  

• Sixty-three percent of the heads of these households are female 

• Fifty-six percent of the heads of household are black; 22 percent of Spanish origin.  

• The average year built for their homes is 1925.  

• The average annual household income for these homeowners is $7294. 

• The average householder in this group lives in a house that is worth just above $30,203, 
and has owned that house for 20 years.  

• Twenty-nine percent of these householders relied on public assistance.  
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Based on these data, the BSRP-eligible target population that we have identified is on average 
even more economically and social marginalized than low-income homeowners in general.  In 
critical cases, the BSRP can prevent a family from having to give up a home as unlivable and 
become homeless, indicating that at a minimum, the BSRP operates as an important factor in 
staving off homelessness; one city official in fact referred to BSRP as “the biggest homeless 
prevention plan.” Expanding it can not only prevent more homelessness but improve the 
availability of decent housing for other less vulnerable low-income families.  
 
3. Cost Estimation 
 

We can use the figure of 13,770 BSRP income-eligible households with moderate to 
severely inadequate housing to estimate the total cost of what it would take to extend BSRP 
services to all of them. We provide a rough estimate based on available data supplied by the 
BSRP. First, we take the average BSRP cost per home repair. The best estimate of this comes 
from the BSRP’s own records which unfortunately are not very systematic. The BSRP keeps 
more thorough records by repair task or case rather than per home and homes can receive 
multiple repairs. For estimating the costs per home, the best data the BSRP office has on this 
issue is an unpublished chart entitled "Costs per Property, as seen from May 2001 through April 
of 2002, Basic Systems Repair Program." This chart indicates that during the annual 2001-2002 
period there were 1400 closed properties (not cases). Using the figures in the chart, we can 
estimate that repairs to these 1400 properties cost on average $5298. This figure is very close to 
the estimated cost per property referred to by the BSRP of $5,160 cited in the Consolidated 
Plan.7 If that average level of BSRP repair service were extended to each of the 13,770 homes we 
estimate are in moderate or severely inadequate condition for households that are BSRP income-
eligible, the total cost would be about $72,953,460 a year.  

 
In recent years, the BSRP program’s funding for home repair has varied between $8-19 

million with it being closer to $8 million a year more often than $19 million. Table 3 presents the 
available funding figures for recent years. Therefore, based on these figures, the BSRP would 
need to see its funding increase about eight- tenfold if it were to extend the average amount of 
home repair services just to the most critical cases. 

 
This is in fact a conservative estimate because many more families with incomes below 

the BSRP cutoffs own homes that are in need of serious repair even though they are rated as 
adequate by the American Housing Survey. To estimate the size of this population, Table 4 
indicates the frequency of home repair problems of different types for homeowners with incomes 
below the income cutoffs for the BSRP (see Table 4).  Even though they are rated as adequate, of 
these homes owned by income-eligible households, seven percent had extensive peeling paint 
and six percent had cracks wider than a dime on the interior walls. Regarding the exterior, 
approximately 15 percent had a water leak in the roof, five percent had a crumbling foundation, 
and four percent had outside walls with missing bricks or siding.  

 
It is important to note that additional analyses not shown in the table indicate that a 

number of homes had only one of these problems. For instance, while we might think that 

                                                           
7Year 29 Consolidated Plan, Fiscal Year 2004 (Philadelphia: Office of Housing and Community Development, 
2003), p. 24. 
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peeling paint and cracks on interior walls would go together, only 28 percent of the homes with 
extensive peeling paint had cracks in the interior walls. Only 24 percent of the homes with holes 
in the roof had outside walls missing bricks or siding. Therefore, we must draw several 
conclusions. On the one hand, there is reason to believe that many of these homes had only one 
or two specific problems and were livable. On the other hand, given the numbers in Table 4, the 
number of homes among these families with BSRP eligible incomes that could benefit from 
BSRP services exceeds the 13,770 homes that are estimated to be inadequate. Adding these 
homes to the 13,770 inadequate homes among families with incomes below the BSRP cutoffs 
would significantly increase the cost estimate of how much more funding would be needed to 
attack the low-income home repair problem in the City of Philadelphia.  

 
Another estimate can be provided by simply indicating the number of owned homes 

among families with incomes below the BSRP eligible cutoff of 150 percent of the poverty line 
that have at least one significant home repair problem. Table 5 indicates whether an owned home 
for a BSRP income-eligible family has any one of the following significant home repair 
problems:  peeling paint, cracks in the walls wider than a dime, holes in the floor, parts of roof 
missing, outside bricks missing, buckling outer walls, boarded windows, crumbling foundation, 
or holes in the roof (see Table 5). The table indicates that 23.4 percent of the BSRP income-
eligible homes have at least one of these significant home repair problems. That translates into an 
estimated 29,371 homes in the City. If each of these homes were extended the average amount of 
BSRP service, the total cost would be $155,707,558, approximately 20 times what is the current 
annual budget for BSRP. 

 
Yet even if we only focus on the 13,770 homes rated as inadequate, it is important to note 

that increasing the budget for the BSRP program eight-tenfold to extend the average amount of 
BSRP services to this population would not completely solve this problem for all time for the 
city. This is true for several reasons. First, the target population we have identified is limited to 
only those homes owned by low-income families that have the most critical need for assistance. 
Second, many of these homes that critically need home repairs actually have problems that 
exceed what the BSRP addresses, making average BSRP funding per house a serious 
underestimation of what it would cost to fix up these homes. Third, even homes that fall within 
the limited repair initiatives of the BSRP often have additional problems that are not fully 
addressed by BSRP repairs also implying that the average expenditure is below the cost per 
home that would have to be spent to fix all the problems that these homes confront. Fourth, there 
are many other homes as we have noted that are not currently deemed inadequate but have 
serious problems and need repair assistance if they are not to become candidates for 
abandonment years down the road. Fifth, although we do not have data to demonstrate it, it can 
not be dismissed that it is also distinctly possible that there are still other homes with current 
minor repair problems that may very well become serious in the future if not addressed in the 
near term. Therefore, there are a number of reasons why the total cost to fix up low-income 
homes in the City greatly exceeds the estimate of what it would cost simply to extend the 
average amount of BSRP service to those low-income homeowners with critical need for 
assistance. The bottom line is that the City needs to spend at a minimum ten times what it is 
spending now on low-income home repair just to address the most critical cases that currently 
exist and much more if it is to take a preventive approach and stabilize the condition of low-
income homes throughout the City. 
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Increasing funding for BSRP would however do much to stabilize the situation. If the 

City were to significantly increase its spending on low-income home repair it would begin to put 
in place a more preventive approach that enables homeowners to stay in their homes. If this 
additional funding is not provided to address the low-income home repair problem in the City of 
Philadelphia, the result will be the even greater costs associated with increased abandonment and 
homelessness. There is research that indicates that the BSRP program is effective in reducing 
abandonment and homelessness.8 The costs of abandonment are substantial, now estimated to be 
about $22,000 per house for demolition.9 The costs of homelessness that might be associated 
with abandonment are also substantial. According to the City’s Energy Coordinating Agency, the 
average cost in 2003 of providing emergency shelter for a family of 3 was $21,000 for one year. 
Depending on the rates of abandonment, demolition and subsequent homelessness, the costs of 
not increasing BSRP funding can be substantial.  

 
While many other low-income homeowning families confront challenges to addressing 

their home repair needs, it is clear that even if we focus only on homeowners with the most 
serious problems that put them at risk of housing abandonment and possible future homelessness, 
the City needs to increase its current spending considerably in order to begin to effectively 
address the low-income home repair issue. Failure to do so means increased housing 
abandonment and homelessness down the road. 

 
In sum, Philadelphia has a distinctive housing stock: disproportionately old, privately 

owned, two- three-story, row houses.  The poor have high rates of homeownership, often without 
mortgages and at relatively low assessed values. In fact, Philadelphia has the highest 
homeownership rate among the poor of any comparable city in the country: a full 38 percent of 
Philadelphia households with incomes below the poverty line in 1999 owned their own homes. 
According to the 1999 American Housing Survey, about 23 percent of those home-owning 
households with incomes below the 150 percent of the poverty line had at least one significant 
home repair problem (29,371 of 125,703 homes). Further, about 11 percent of them (13,770) had 
homes that were rated as inadequate. Given these data, it is likely that other low-income 
homeowners had additional home repair problems not captured in these statistics. If the City 
were to fund its basic home repair program to begin to address all the low-income home repair 
needs in Philadelphia, we estimate that it would need to spend significantly more money than it 
currently does on such efforts. For instance, if it were to extend the average amount of basic 
home repair services it currently spends on each house just to the estimated 11 percent of homes 
that are inadequate, it would have to increase its current fiscal year budget 10-20 times its current 
allotment upwards of $75 million. This, however, would neither eliminate the home repair 
problems of these homes that are rated inadequate, nor would it address the home repair 
problems of the remaining low-income households. But it would be a big improvement over the 
current dire situation. 

                                                           
8 Blight Free Philadelphia: A Public-Private Strategy to Create and Enhance Neighborhood Value   
 (Philadelphia: Research for Democracy, a collaboration between the Eastern Pennsylvania Organizing Project and 
the Temple University Center for Public Policy, with Assistance from Diamond and Associates, October 2001), p. 
31. 
9 See Anthony Twynman, “Anti-Blight Budget Boost Advances in Council,” Philadelphia Inquirer, March 20, 2004, 
p. B3. 
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CAUSES  
 

In this second section we pursue the issue of causes of the problem by relying on a 
compilation of viewpoints based on qualitative data from a variety of sources including 
homeowners and people working in community organizations, City Council, and City agencies. 
In order to encourage candor, we assured the individuals with whom we spoke that we would 
preserve confidentiality and so this is a composite picture based upon the interviews, 
supplemented with information from documents provided where indicated.  
 
1. Poverty 
 
 The individuals who are most likely to experience home repair and home maintenance 
problems as the elderly, who may have at one time had sufficient incomes to fully pay for their 
homes and to keep them up and who are now living on fixed incomes that are not sufficient to 
allow them to maintain and repair their homes. In fact, housing and home repair issues have been 
identified as a priority concern for seniors by the Philadelphia Corporation for Aging (PCA), and 
they are one of the few area agencies that have compiled any data on the needs of a specific 
population.10 The majority of Philadelphia’s seniors (78 percent) of all races and both genders 
are homeowners. According to PCA, “The types of housing repairs needed amongst homeowners 
is roof repair (17 percent) and plumbing repair (13 percent).”11  
 

While detailed data have not been specifically collected by City agencies or non-profits 
for other population groups, anecdotal information provided by agencies, City council staff and 
non-profit organizations indicate that other groups of low-income homeowners are affected by 
the same problem of being able to acquire a home but unable, for various reasons, to maintain 
and repair these homes. Younger families who may have inherited homes or purchased homes at 
low costs but who do not have the financial means, knowledge or skills to maintain homes (for 
example knowing that they have to clean out downspouts to prevent water leakage) were 
frequently identified as a group who experience difficulties. What characterizes all these groups 
is lack of sufficient resources to maintain and repair their homes, even if they are able to enter 
into homeownership by whatever means.   

 
It is likely that home repair needs for all groups are underestimated. Those working with 

the elderly noted that these individuals might not report home repair difficulties for fear of 
eviction. This may be exacerbated in the case of the disabled or frail elderly who might not have 
been up to a third floor in years, thus may be unaware of the existence or scope of certain 
problems such as roof repair or leaky bathrooms on top floors. Our interviews indicate that the 
non-elderly avoid reporting or seeking assistance for home repairs because they too are afraid of 
eviction or having their homes condemned, and thus do not pursue contact with City agencies. 
This may be particularly true in neighborhoods with large numbers of vacancies or condemned 
or boarded-up properties. Indeed, one homeowner indicated that she did not appeal a decision by 
the BSRP turning her down for assistance precisely because she feared that it would trigger 
condemnation, thus indicating not only that needs may be underestimated, but that potential 

                                                           
10 Alan Glicksman and Julie Norstrand, The Socio-Economic and Health Characteristics of Philadelphia’s Elderly 
Population, Summary of Findings (Philadelphia: Pennsylvania Corporation for Aging, September, 2003). 
11 Ibid., p.3. 
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clients may not challenge City agencies even if unsatisfied with decisions regarding their 
property. According to one housing advocate, these fears have been exacerbated in 
neighborhoods where NTI has engaged in large scale demolition and there is concern that viable 
and occupied homes have been targeted. All these factors contribute to the severity of home 
repair problems, when and if they are finally reported. 

 
2.  Other Systemic Factors 
 

Systemic factors also influence home repair and home maintenance. For example, the 
presence of abandoned homes can affect adjacent properties by causing damage (for example, 
leaks that are not addressed by absent owners) and by bringing down property values of houses 
in the vicinity. A distinct minority of people interviewed also indicated that the dearth of 
affordable and competent contractors in the poorest neighborhoods may be another source of the 
problem. Others, however, when questioned about this suspected that it might be the case but did 
not have firsthand knowledge of this problem. In the case of one homeowner whose story is 
profiled below, her home repair problem in the form of collapsing floors was due to poor repairs 
made under the auspices of the BSRP.   

 
Racism also plays a role, although one that is hard to assess in the absence of current 

evidence of explicit redlining. This is supported by the Office of Housing and Community 
Development’s Consolidated Annual Performance Report for 2003, which states: “Race remains 
the most frequent basis of alleged discrimination for cases filed with the Pennsylvania Human 
Relations Commission.  Racial discrimination persists in Philadelphia, but has become much 
more subtle, often making detection very difficult.”12 Despite the difficulty in detecting overt 
racism, segregated housing patterns likely affect neighborhood home values, which in turn 
reduce available resources to address home repairs. Additionally, as poverty seems to be the 
main cause of home repair problems, the correlation between historical and current racism and 
poverty also seems a likely factor.    

 
The 2003 Annual Performance Report also noted that while other industries were covered 

by non-discrimination laws, “…in contrast, insurance companies in Philadelphia continue to 
engage in practices that effectively ‘redline’ low-income and minority communities, and lack the 
regulatory oversight that lenders are subject to.”13 This may not influence home repair directly as 
many of the most affordable insurance policies do not cover home repair or maintenance 
anyway. However, it might affect home repair indirectly by making the purchase of homes in 
better condition through channels that require insurance for mortgage, and thus are more highly 
regulated through inspection procedures or other safeguards, more difficult. To the extent that 
property values are affected by location, segregated housing also likely impedes homeowners’ 
ability to obtain mortgages that are sufficient to pay for the repair of their homes. 

                                                           
12 Consolidated Annual Performance Report for 2003 (Philadelphia: Office of Housing and Community 
Developments), p. FH-2.   
13 Ibid. 
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3.  Policies 
 

Home-owning is encouraged by existing values and norms that valorize homeownership 
and the attitude, as one person described it, that “if you own your own home, then you are a 
better person.”  It is also promoted through various federal and local programs, current and past, 
which together we refer to as “homeowner incentive programs.” Two frequently cited 
homeownership incentive programs in Philadelphia are the now defunct dollar houses program 
whereby homes in the City’s stock could be purchased for $1 and the current Settlement Grant 
Program that provides grants of up to $800 to low- and moderate-income first-time home buyers 
who go through housing counseling toward settlement on the purchase of a new home. People 
are also driven to homeownership by the dearth of other safe and affordable opportunities such 
as market rental properties and public housing- all of which were viewed as insufficient to meet 
the needs of low-income homeowners. These factors operate as an unofficial and official (to the 
extent that they are driven by explicit policies- for example the decision to return HUD monies 
for section 8 housing) policy that promotes homeownership as the only viable alternative for 
many families, despite the fact that the only homes available to many low-income families are 
old and in poor condition and likely in need of maintenance that such families cannot afford.  
Homeowner incentive programs, however, largely ignore the financial burden of home-owning, 
which include not only taxes and utilities, but the high costs of living in old homes that may have 
been poorly maintained, which we describe below.  

 
3.  The Housing Stock 
 

As the statistical data show, in Philadelphia there is a “wealth” of old, poorly maintained 
homes. This is chiefly comprised of 19th and early 20th century row homes, which are largely 
unmonitored by the Philadelphia’s Department of Licenses and Inspection (L&I). In some ways 
this is beneficial to individuals and families who live on low-incomes in that it makes it easier 
for them to become homeowners. Less recognized is that low-income homeowners are also 
likely to be burdened with greater expenses not just in proportion to their income but absolutely. 
What is meant by this is that low-income homeowners are forced to spend a much larger 
percentage of already tight incomes on homes, a phenomenon largely acknowledged in the 
literature and by the City, which reports the high percentages of extremely low income 
households living with enormous housing cost burdens.14 Because the homes they can acquire 
are often in poor condition, they require costlier maintenance and repairs; they have more inter-
related problems caused by domino effects (for example a leaky roof can lead to damage to the 
electrical system); and leave homeowners open to larger related costs (for example poorly sealed 
windows result in inefficient heating, increasing gas or oil expenses).  

  
Not only are the expenses of home-owning greater, but the means to meet these expenses 

are more limited. In addition to the obvious limitations of low-incomes, the low value of housing 

                                                           
14 Extremely low-income households are defined in the Office of Housing and Community Development report as 
“0-30% of the median family income.” Further, the report notes: According to the 1990 Census, approximately 23 
percent of all households in Philadelphia are of Extremely Low-Income. In 2000, an Extremely Low-Income 
household of three would typically earn up to $17,100 annually and would tend to experience the most distressed 
conditions in the housing market.” The report also notes that housing burdens in this income category affect 
homeowners and renters similarly; shoring up the contention that homeownership does not necessarily help low-
income homeowners meet housing needs. Year 29 Consolidated Plan, p. 12.   
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that makes the threshold for purchase lower results in homeowners having little equity in the 
homes. This makes it difficult to secure loans, which is one way that homeowners traditionally 
fund repairs. Even those who might be able to obtain mortgages or home equity loans based on 
the value of their house may face other problems such as poor credit ratings and a diminished or 
non-existent capacity to pay back even modest loans (see below).   

 
According to the City’s own estimates,15 based on 1990 census data, 15 percent or 9,177 

of the low-income owner-occupied household housing are “substandard.” Although there is no 
estimate for the types of problems homeowners experience, BSRP data reported data for 
households served since July 1, 1996 in the City’s Year 29 Consolidated Plan can give some 
indication of the relative prevalence of problems that BSRP addresses:  

 
Since July 1, 1996, the weatherization department has surveyed approximately 

6,500 single unit, privately owned properties.  BSRP provided an average of more than 
$5,160 in emergency repairs to these properties. The following services were provided: 
water service (17 percent); heater replacement (22 percent); sewage (19 percent); 
electrical (16 percent); roofing (23 percent); and structural (3 percent).16 

 
This data is somewhat skewed in that it does not report on types of problems that 

homeowners experience but that BSRP does not address. Also, BSRP limits spending amounts. 
Even when the most comprehensive Tier 3 program was in operation, it had a limit of $25,000. 
This is perhaps one reason that structural repairs represent such a relatively low percent of 
repairs. This estimate is consistent with our own statistical analysis presented above indicating 
that the BSRP is funding repairs for less than 10 percent of the homes that have a strong need for 
such services. 

 
While most people noted the burdens of homeownership, they felt it was an unpopular 

subject to broach. Some did not want to be viewed as opposing often hard-won homeownership 
among low-income households. They feared that discussion of the problems of homeownership 
would be fodder for those who would take money away from homeownership programs or use it 
to further stigmatize low-income individuals. Others, particularly those in City government or 
City agencies, noted that programs that are aimed at repairing and maintaining homes are not as 
popular politically, not as “sexy.” This makes them strategically less advantageous and much 
harder to secure funding and support for. Because of this, these same officials viewed the 
pressure and advocacy efforts of Community Development Corporations (CDCs) and community 
groups as crucial in securing and retaining funds for programs like BSRP, which might not have 
widespread political appeal but are greatly needed for the City’s low-income residents. 

 
PROGRAMS FOR ATTACKING THE PROBLEM 
 

In Philadelphia there are several programs that support the repair needs of low-income 
homeowners. Programs fall into two general categories: grant programs and loan programs. 
Nearly all have income eligibility guidelines and require that applicants be documented 
homeowners occupying the residence for which assistance is requested. One common problem is 

                                                           
15 Year 29 Consolidated Plan, p. 31. 
16 Ibid., 34. 
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that homeowners might not have legal title, even if they believe themselves to be homeowners 
(i.e. in the case of property that was not properly transferred). The city-funded Tangled Title 
Program run by Regional Housing Legal Services can help some low-income homeowners 
address some of these problems, but this is not a widely known or referred to program and it 
does not meet the needs of renters or people who occupy homes without title for a variety of 
reasons.  Table 6 provides basic information on the City’s main home repair and home 
maintenance programs available to low-income Philadelphia residents; including intended target 
populations, income eligibility and the scope and type of assistance provided. The information 
contained in the table was compiled from official program documents and interviews with 
program directors (see Table 6). 

 
In order to provide a more comprehensive portrait of City’s commitment to 

Philadelphia’s low-income homeowners, the next section highlights the main loan and grant 
programs that are most heavily promoted by the City as serving Philadelphia’s low-income 
residents. More in-depth information includes patron use patterns and informants’ perspectives 
on the strengths, weaknesses and limitations of these programs as they have been funded and 
implemented in Philadelphia. 

 
1. Loan Programs 
 

The chief loan program is the Philadelphia Home Improvement Loan (PHIL-Loan). This 
is a City program administered by the Philadelphia Redevelopment Authority (RDA) using 
federal Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) funds and other sources that are 
channeled through the OHCD. Qualified homeowners can borrow up to $25,000 at either three or 
five percent interest, depending on their income level, with no application or recording fees and 
no closing costs. However, this is a prime lending product, which means that borrowers need to 
have good credit ratings. Their eligibility for the loans and assessment of credit ratings are 
determined by lenders which are private banking institutions.   

 
Nearly all quickly made it clear that loan programs are not helpful for low-income 

homeowners for two connected reasons. The first reason is that people living with low incomes 
often have to “borrow from Peter to pay Paul” and therefore likely have poor credit rating, 
making them ineligible for the City’s most favorable loan program. This makes them prime 
targets for predatory lending.  The City and housing advocates have started to address this 
problem through two new sub-prime loan products, both funded through the Neighborhood 
Transition Initiative. Another loan program is Mini-PHIL which was brought into being in 
response to the advocacy efforts of community organizations, including most especially 
ACORN. It provides for loans of $1,000-10,000 at reasonable interest rates to be used for 
emergency repairs and to help pay for existing debts at higher interest rates. While no front-end 
inspection is required for this loan, a free back-end inspection is provided to help borrowers 
ensure that the work was carried out properly thus providing a measure of protection against 
incompetent or otherwise unsatisfactory contractors. The PHIL-Plus allows borrowers to take out 
up to $25,000 for home repairs and payment of existing debts and requires both front-end and 
back-end inspections.   
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Further, most are skeptical that even people with low incomes who may have good credit 
ratings or who can take advantage of the new, creative sub-prime programs that the City, banks 
and advocates have developed to address this problem are able to afford loans. Loans must be 
paid back out of income and if incomes are small they may not support even very modest loans. 
One person who worked closely with the City’s loan program was optimistic, however, noting 
that through his knowledge of the applications made for these new loans so far, there seemed to 
be some indication that although the ceiling for these loans are set at approximately $79,000 
annual income for a family of four, applicants with annual incomes of $30,000-40,000 for a 
family of four have also been applying for loans. This of course does not address the needs of the 
homeowners with incomes below this level, which include the BSRP target population. 

 
2.  Grant Programs 
 

The most viable programs available to low-income Philadelphia homeowners are grant 
programs. Most of these programs have traditionally been funded largely through CDBG monies, 
which are shrinking due to Philadelphia’s population loss. Some programs (such as the Senior 
Housing Assistance Repair Program--SHARP) serve special populations, particularly the elderly, 
or meet special needs, such as the Weatherization and Adaptive Modification Program.   

 
The chief program meeting the most basic needs of all income-eligible homeowners is 

BSRP. Although this program has been funded by CDBG grants, for fiscal year 2004 is funded 
out of a combination of Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF), Neighborhood 
Transition Initiative (NTI,) and state funds.17 The unusually high level of funding that BSRP 
enjoyed this year ($19 million) is not expected to continue, although the program does expect to 
receive slightly more funding next year than in years prior to FY29 ($11 million instead of $9-10 
million). Funds are secured by OHCD and the program is administered by Philadelphia Housing 
and Development Corporation (PHDC).   

 
Due to funding constraints BSRP addresses only certain types of repairs that the City 

prioritizes (i.e. electrical, plumbing), and it will only address those on an emergency basis (for 
example, for roof repairs, they will only open a file if on telephone intake the applicant indicates 
that she can see the sky through the roof).18 Furthermore, they will only do the repairs if the 
house can be brought up to a safe level within a limited budget. Lastly, it is limited to those 
people by income criteria based on family size (for example, the income threshold for a family of 
4 is $2,263 per month, see the table above) despite the fact that many other people who need 
assistance cannot afford it. City officials explicitly acknowledge program limitations and 
attribute them to resource constraints (as opposed to perception of need or desert), and any or all 
program criteria could be justifiably expanded if the program was better funded.  

 

                                                           
17 In this case, only some of the NTI funds represent an overall increase in BSRP funds of the 12M dollars BSRP 
budgeted from NTI, only $5 million of that represents a net increase in the BSRP to fund Tier 2.  The other $7 
million was actually as swap between CDBG and NTI funds: $2.5 million went into adaptive modification, $2.5 
million into rental rehab, $5 million into an added childcare health and safety fund.  CDBG moneys (instead of NTI 
funds) were used for these and then NTI (instead of CDBG) funding went into BSRP instead.  
18 Designation of repairs as “emergency repairs” also allows the City to waive federal lead-abatement requirements. 
Although this is an acknowledged concern, the requirement to address this would further squeeze the budget and 
further reduce the City’s ability to make even the home repairs BSRP currently provides for.  
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The program is divided into 2 tiers: 
 

 Tier 1 Tier 2 

Repair cost Not to exceed $3,500 Between $3,500-12,000 

Inspection Whole house inspection not 
required 

Whole house inspection 
required 

Ownership and Eligibility 
Documentation 

Can be verified using City’s 
computer system 

Must provide original 
documents proving 
ownership and eligibility 

 
Tier 2 has a lengthier wait time, in part due to additional requirements such as a whole-house 
inspection and the common prevalence of multiple repair needs. Tier 3, which used to provide 
for repairs of up to $25,000, was discontinued in FY2919 not due to lack of need but due to lack 
of funds and the necessity to prioritize resources. BSRP will only authorize repairs on an “all-or-
nothing” basis. That means that if it cannot make eligible repairs and bring the house up to 
standards based upon federal housing guidelines within in the Tier 2 limit for $12,500 or under, 
BSRP will not even undertake partial repairs.  
 
 Although the demographics of the population served by BSRP might not be synonymous 
with all those needing home repairs due to issues of access, information dissemination or other 
factors, it is helpful to have an indication of the population who is in fact served by this grant 
program.  From the 2459 units counted during the second quarter of FY 29 for Tier 2 services, 
BSRP provided the following breakdown in Table 7, which they indicated has remained constant 
over time. (see Table 7.) 
 

There is some difficulty in comparing the race/ethnic origin of program participants to 
our estimation of the population we estimate is eligible for BSRP profiled in Table 2, due to the 
different categories employed. However, what is clear is that African Americans make up a 
larger portion of program participants (81 percent) than their proportion of the eligible 
population (56 percent), and all other categories are underrepresented.  On the other hand, 
persons of Spanish origin or Hispanics are underrepresented in the BSRP program compared to 
the population we estimate to be eligible and in need of services—10 percent vs. 22 percent. 
Asians are also severely under-represented among BSRP participants (seven of the estimated 
eligible population versus less than one percent of BSRP participants). To the extent that many 
of this population may not be native English speakers, this shores up advocates’ concerns that 
language proves a barrier to accessing the program, which only produces written material in 
English and Spanish and does not initiate widespread dissemination of these materials in any 
case, due to program over-subscription.  

 
Senior citizens comprise 31 percent of the estimated eligible population and are similarly 

28 percent of the BSRP participants. Senior citizens are eligible for other programs, such as 
SHARP, although none of the other programs engage in the same type or scope of repairs that 
BSRP provides. Female heads of households are also over-represented, comprising 83 percent of 
the participating heads of households as compared to 63 percent of the eligible population. While 

                                                           
19 There are still some “Tier 3” repairs reported for FY29, but these are repairs that were in process prior to FY29 
and have carried over. 
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we cannot be sure of the reason for this, it might be because women who are more likely to head 
households with children are, as such, more likely to come in contact with service agencies who 
may refer them to BSRP.  

 
According to BSRP, the breakdown of areas served by councilmanic district varies little, 

and figures for completed cases from July 1, 2002 til – June 30, 2004 are provided in Table 8. 
Although the numbers in all categories are higher for this time period due to the increased levels 
of funding for FY29, according to BSRP officials the breakdown according to neighborhood 
remains representative. Looking at Table 8, it is clear that while some council districts have 
similar rates of BSRP participation, districts 6 and 10 are nearly unrepresented, and district 1 
also has a much lower level of participation. BSRP officials informed us that they did not know 
the reasons behind the differing levels of participation, but speculated that it might be due to 
several factors. On the one hand, councilmanic districts that have a larger proportion of wealthier 
residents may not have many families that are eligible for or need BSRP. On the other end of the 
spectrum, these may also be districts where residents are not aware of BSRP services either due 
to lack of advertising in general or a larger proportion of immigrants who may not speak or read 
English fluently. 

 
Program officials noted that they did not make decisions to serve clients based on 

neighborhood, and that the differential representation was not due to any intervention or 
determination to influence program participation in anyway. However, it is also clear that 
inaction (in the form of lack of outreach) likely influences levels of participation. BSRP 
admittedly does not concern itself with advertising the program precisely because funds are 
insufficient to accept all applicants even without advertising. Further, while it does print 
pamphlets in English and Spanish, it does not generate any written information in any other 
language. Lastly, because there is no active government outreach about BSRP and knowledge of 
the program is spread largely through word of mouth or by community organizations, districts 
that have participants where community organizations actively steer residents to the program 
tend to have higher levels of participation in a way that is self-perpetuating.  

  
Lack of outreach also means that the need for the program is certainly much larger than 

indicated by applications. Although BSRP is viewed favorably by most, it is clearly insufficient 
to meet the needs. It is notorious for long waiting lists, which can often stretch over a year. Many 
suspect that this deters low-income individuals from applying, also contributing to an 
underestimation of need for services.  

 
Because of the long waiting list many problems that make homeowners eligible for 

services, which are dire by definition from the outset, are exacerbated.  
 
BSRP serves eligible applicants on a first come, first served basis. The exception to this 

is when an applicant has a special need that is related to the necessary repair, for example if she 
relies on dialysis equipment and the requested repair is to the electrical system. According to 
BSRP’s own informational pamphlets given to prospective clients, waiting time varies. Lag time 
from acceptance of application to performance of repairs are also effected by the type and scope 
of repair as well as the availability of contractors for the particular repair requested. 
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The shortest wait period is for Tier 2 heating repairs and for priority situations such as 
water shutoffs, or problems directly related to addressing disability needs which is estimated at 
15 days between approval and assignment to contractor and 55 days between client call and 
assignment to contractor. The longest wait time is for “general” Tier 2 repairs, which is 
estimated at 400 days between approval and assignment to contractor or 440 days between client 
call and assignment to contractor. Note too that these estimates are only until contractor 
assignment and do not indicate the additional time it takes for the contractor to begin and 
ultimately complete the approved work and thus the time to complete repair will be longer.  The 
estimated time to completion varies widely with the type and scope of the repair. 

 
It is widely suspected (and this has been reinforced in neighborhood homeowner surveys 

conducted by WCRP and other community organizations) that participants drop out or refrain 
from applying in the first place because they are unable to wait for the services and find other 
alternative means of addressing the problem. However, these alternatives are largely 
improvisational arrangements and thus may only solve the problem temporarily, or in some cases 
make the problem worse. Due to resource constraints, improvisations are often carried out 
informally by relatives, friends or neighbors who are largely unlicensed, uninsured and may or 
may not have the requisite expertise for the job. Because this is informal, homeowners may have 
no recourse when work remains incomplete or faulty, even if they were intentionally mislead.   

 
3.  Budget for Home Repair 
 

According to program and City Council sources, the Office of Housing and Community 
Development (OHCD) submits budget requests with a justification every year, providing an 
opportunity to monitor spending on home repair programs as detailed below. There are also 
some opportunities to influence the City’s home repair budget by invoking requirements that 
stem from the source of the funds. For example, if the money being used in the budget is 
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) money, there are stipulations that come with 
that use and that must be monitored. These are monitored by the offices receiving the grant, in 
this case by OHCD, which would then be responsible to the granting agency (although not to the 
City).   

 
City Council rules provide an opportunity to monitor OHCD’s budget. The City Council 

must approve the federal grant application, and hearings around these present an opportunity for 
citizen/council person input. Although OHCD provides some opportunities for citizen 
participation (see Appendix 17 of FY29 Consolidated Plan, for example), it is contested as to 
whether or not these venues and the timing are conducive to such input. Some City Council staff 
members feel that the input process is an open one, and indicated that OHCD will accept input 
prior to putting together the budget. Others, however, as well as some community leaders, have 
criticized this process for not being more transparent. From conversations with City Council 
staff, it appears that access to the Mayor and his administration also is perceived as playing a role 
on the ability of particular Council members and staff to impact the City’s housing agenda. 

 
Some also criticize the lack of evening and neighborhood venues for making community 

input more difficult. Also, for those who do not read legal notices, the City’s advertising of 
hearings is insufficient- and there are those who note that the more recent hearings including 
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more citizen input largely through the efforts of housing advocates, which have by all accounts 
expanded the number of lay participants who come to and testify at the hearings.  

 
As noted, most people feel that the input from City Council during the budget hearings is 

the most realistic opportunity to influence the process. However, it is important to note that this 
opportunity only presents itself once the budget is proposed, rather than during the formulation 
of the budget which takes place, according to one City Council staff member, largely “in-house” 
thus limiting the scope and type of amendments that may be feasible. Nevertheless, during the 
FY29 budget hearings, the addition of funds to home repair programs, for example $5 Million in 
additional monies to BSRP for the creation of the Targeted BSRP program that channeled funds 
to a small number of community development corporations for place-based targeted repairs.  
Although this is compatible with NTI’s philosophy of strategic investments, it is widely credited 
to the organizing and advocacy efforts by the Philadelphia Affordable Housing Coalition and 
their allies in City Council.20   

 
These hearings are very important, and Council members with districts that would be 

eligible for these programs/monies have keen interest in having their concerns heard and 
addressed within the budget process. However, most note that Philadelphia has a strong form of 
mayoral government, and that the Mayor and those who hold sway with him can highly influence 
the process. This has been true of the Neighborhood Transformation Initiative, which is not 
subject to the same public scrutiny that programs relying on federal funds require, although the 
terms of the bond issue do continue a number of restrictions that the City must adhere to. In 
practice, however, the NTI and OHCD budgets are submitted to City Council together for 
review. 

 
4. Bureaucratic and Political Hurdles 
 

In addition to some of the hurdles in accessing and implementing programs designed to 
assist low income homeowners maintain and repair their homes noted so far, there are other 
factors that present difficulties. There is a lack of coordination among the various city agencies. 
A stark example of this was provided by a City Council staff member, who told of a constituent 
who required and received BSRP services for damages from water leaking into his home from an 
adjacent abandoned property.  His home was repaired, but the source of the problem was not 
addressed because BSRP could not repair a home that was not occupied by a homeowner, even if 
the homeowner would have requested such repair. As might be expected, the problem recurred, 
resulting in another repair that was also carried out by BSRP. It was only when the constituent 
contacted the Councilmember’s office who in turn intervened that problems in the adjacent 
property were addressed. This is one instance where cooperation between BSRP and L&I might 
have saved BSRP money as well as prevented aggravation and property damage suffered by the 
homeowner. 

 
The problem of communication and coordination among City agencies is exacerbated by 

the fact that functions are divided among a large number of agencies, and that there is no 
centralized mechanism for collecting and sharing information; by the fact that each organization 

                                                           
20Leonard N. Fleming and Anthony S. Twyman, “Blight Package Flies, with New Aims,” Philadelphia Inquirer, 
June 6, 2003, page B1. 
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apparently decides what information to collect and how, which makes cross-referencing more 
difficult; and by the lack of shared vision.   

 
The City has acknowledged these problems and NTI, at least on paper, was charged with 

coordinating between City agencies. One NTI staff member noted that Patricia Smith, Director 
of NTI, likens NTI’s role to that of a symphony conductor. NTI convenes monthly meetings with 
representatives from the various City agencies; collects and reports on a variety of activities 
carried out by and through different City agencies; and provides an overall blueprint for the 
City’s efforts. In their own words: “By promoting coordinated, cooperative efforts across all City 
departments and agencies, NTI will allow Philadelphia’s neighborhoods to meet their potential 
as clean, safe, and thriving places to live, work and play.”21 In these early stages of NTI, 
however, there is little sense among those working in agencies and City government that such 
coordination has been achieved or that it will be forthcoming. People have variously cited 
unwillingness of line-workers to carry out the necessary steps for cooperation, agency politics 
and turf concerns, and the lack of feasibility of coordinating among programs that have different 
goals and that may be competing for resources.  

 
NTI has also sought to overcome coordination difficulties by investing in information 

systems to be developed by the Mayor’s Office of Information Services (for example an 
investment of nearly $2 million is slated for FY29).22 While these systems will make it easier to 
map City properties and facilitate in development activities, they will not coordinate among the 
City agencies in a way that will eliminate the problems that effect homeowners such as those 
described above. Further, these systems are dependent upon the information that is put into them 
by the agency workers. To create such a coordinated system would require the investment of 
personnel and the development of more uniform data collection and recording that the agencies 
do not currently possess. In talking to City Council and agency staff, there is little expectation 
that this will improve and little sense of how the NTI monies invested in Information Systems 
will assist and/or be used by them, if at all. 

 
Perhaps the most fundamental hurdle is the lack of a comprehensive vision that considers 

the needs of all Philadelphians.  NTI focuses on neighborhoods that it considers to have potential 
for stabilization or “upward” movement. Proponents largely ignore those individuals or 
neighborhoods that they feel do not exhibit this potential, justifying their choices as a strategic 
allotment of resources and claiming that this will somehow revitalize the City as a whole.  

 
While this utilitarian approach may be wise strategic use of resources, it leaves many 

citizens and neighborhoods high and dry. They do not enjoy the bulk of City funds designated to 
address housing needs, leaving them at relative disadvantage in terms of the state of their homes 
and communities. It also further alienates low-income homeowners in those “unstrategic 
neighborhoods,” sending the message that the City considers their needs (arguably the most 
pressing of all City residents’) a low priority. NTI’s strategy has been contested by those who 
argue that the City has a responsibility to all homeowners and neighborhoods. NTI has a 
coordinating role and the biggest pot of funds the City has seen; if NTI does not incorporate the 
needs of low-income homeowners then they will likely continue to be grossly underfunded.  

                                                           
21 NTI Fiscal Year 2004 1st and 2nd Quarter Report, p.1. 
22 NTI Fiscal Year 2004 1st and 2nd Quarter Report, p. 11. 
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While people at NTI are sympathetic to concerns of low-income homeowners- they see 
the main focus of this concern as the province of other agencies. This does not necessarily lend 
itself to coordinated policies. It reinforces the suspicions that in trying to attract developers little 
will be done to help the City’s low-income population, particularly if development incentives are 
not directly linked or made contingent upon assistance to these populations in any clear or 
coordinated way. Many are skeptical of a policy that seems to be geared, as one person said, to 
“clearing the blight and letting the market take over.” This perception has been exacerbated by 
the demolition focus of NTI.   On the one hand, some have questioned why NTI bond funds have 
gone for demolition, when these had been paid for by other sources (albeit on a smaller scale). 
Others have questioned the focus on demolition without clear plans as to what will come in place 
of the demolished properties, and in the absence of this, whether piles of rubble or vacant lots 
left behind will in fact improve quality of life in the neighborhoods and attract developers.   

 
Focus of new monies generated by NTI is not on home repair or on helping the 

population of low-income homeowners directly. Instead it is more of a gentrification program 
designed to attract middle-class (and above) homeowners and businesses to the City, with the 
thought that this will help the City as a whole. To many this sounds like the proverbial trickle-
down myth that many are so suspicious of due to their prior experiences with other similar 
attempts that did little to help low-income homeowners and in fact were often synonymous with 
their displacement and the destruction of communities.  

 
Lastly, the policy of clearing larger tracts of land to make them attractive to developers 

has also led to the demolition of homes that are occupied- although in some cases these have 
been fought by individuals and community groups. Several people spoke of selective licensing 
and inspection enforcement, and the use of this process to condemn homes that in some cases 
have proven unfounded when contested, which one activist described as a back-door attempt to 
seizing homes as an alternative to eminent domain takeovers, and she was told by an L&I 
inspector that NTI would provide them with lists of properties it had targeted (and that these 
properties received “priority” treatment over those which were flagged by neighbors, many of 
whom hound L&I for years regarding vacant properties adjacent to their homes (see last 
homeowner profile below, for example). 

 
On a more positive note for those concerned with home repair issues, NTI has proven in 

some measure responsive to the demands of those concerned with the home repair and home 
maintenance needs of low-income homeowners. As noted elsewhere, monies from NTI were 
directed to BSRP on a one-time basis for FY 29, as well as to the Targeted BSRP in response to 
efforts of the Philadelphia Affordable Housing Coalition. Additionally, the proportion of funds to 
be spent on demolition was decreased to free up these funds for other uses. Also, NTI funds have 
been channeled into specific projects, such as for the repair of retaining walls in a number of 
Council Districts, budgeted at $1 million for FY29.23   

                                                           
23 NTI Fiscal Year 2004 1st and 2nd Quarter Report, p. 7. 
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HOMEOWNER PERSPECTIVES 
 

How does a homeowner seeking home repair assistance from the City experience the 
programs that we have reviewed here? Although each story is unique, it provides a window on 
how programs look from the angle of patron as distinct from the provider and thus are useful in 
exposing where programs meet needs as well as where they may fall short in implementation, 
even with the best intentions and sufficient funding. The following section provides a general 
description of what the BSRP and the PHIL-plus trajectories are from the applicant’s point of 
view, followed by in-depth profiles of three Philadelphia homeowners who sought assistance for 
their respective home repair/home maintenance needs. 

 
1. BSRP from the perspective of an applicant 
 

An applicant will call in to the BSRP hotline and a case is “created” over the telephone. 
Information on income and eligibility, home ownership and the type/scope of problem is 
recorded over the telephone. If it is a Tier 1 issue, and the applicant seems eligible and their 
ownership information matches with the city database, then a triage inspection will be scheduled 
within a few weeks. If the home ownership information does not match up, and they otherwise 
appear eligible, the applicant will be asked to bring in documentation to confirm home 
ownership. Once the triage inspection takes place, the case will be placed in the queue if it is 
confirmed that it is a Tier 1 case. It will then be assigned to a contractor who will perform the 
work. Cases that consist solely of roof repair will also go straight to contractors. Although BSRP 
prefers to use their own roofing inspectors if resources permit, the initial inspection is generally 
carried out by the contractor. If it appears from the inspection that the house requires Tier 2 
resources, the applicant is then referred to the Central Intake Unit (CIU) for orientation and 
processing as a Tier 2 case as described below. 

 
For Tier 2 cases, clients go through the CIU which schedules a half hour orientation 

meeting for groups of about 20 people that is immediately followed by individual meetings 
where individual cases are discussed and applicants are required to show proof of ownership and 
proof of income. If they pass through this hurdle (initially or through follow up) and are 
approved for Tier 2, they are scheduled for a whole house inspection. If they pass this (meaning 
that the work can be done within the budget limit and the repairs are of the type eligible), then 
they are assigned to a contractor who will perform the work.   

 
It is acknowledged that a large percentage of applications do not result in completed 

work. According to BSRP pamphlets, “many of [the cases introduced to the system] will be 
cancelled.” In fact, BSRP’s estimate of cases to be approved in order to generate an estimated the 
dollar value of work committed to their clients is based on an assumption that only 40 percent of 
cases will be approved. However, BSRP cannot provide a completely detailed picture of that 
point in the process where these cases drop out or a breakdown of the reasons for this. Some are 
rejected by BSRP (for example if the repairs are too expensive or if applicants are not income-
eligible), and we have not yet been able to obtain a breakdown of this information. Cases are also 
cancelled for reasons that originate with the client, such as failure to provide a document or 
follow through in some other way, BSRP does not follow up with the applicant to find out why 
this occurred or to remind them or provide assistance, because they are oversubscribed anyway.   
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Contractors carrying out the work are chosen through an annual approval process that 
begins with a request for proposals. These are distributed to any contractor currently working for 
BSRP (all contractors must be approved every year) and from the PHDC pre- qualification list 
that would include any BSRP contractors as well as others, including any contractor who 
expressed a desire to work for PHDC during the previous year.  

 
Additionally, BSRP goes through the Minority Business Enterprise Corporation directory 

and sends the request for proposals to any relevant contractor listed there as well as to all of 
those contractors who call BSRP at any time during the year expressing in interest in working for 
them. Public advertisements for proposals also appear in Al Dia, the Inquirer and the Tribune, 
which are usually in very small print. Submitted proposals are reviewed by a committee which 
then recommends them or not for the relevant category.  

 
Contractor work is guaranteed for a period of one year except for roof work, which is 

guaranteed for five years. According to BSRP, most contractors respond directly to program 
participants who have complaints surrounding the work and have incentive to do this in order to 
remain on good terms with the program. An estimated 25percent of complaints are referred back 
to BSRP who will act to mediate between contractors and homeowners who are unsatisfied with 
the work.   

 
2. A Walk-through of the PHIL-Plus 
 
  As outlined above, the PHIL-Plus is one of the loan products described above. It was 
designed in response to concerns around predatory lending and the knowledge that the PHIL-
Loan, which provides favorable rates for qualified homeowners, is largely inaccessible to many 
low-income homeowners who likely have mid- or low-range credit ratings and not the top credit 
ratings that this loan requires. The PHIL-Plus makes up to $25,000 available to homeowners who 
occupy homes that contain no more than four units. Loans are to be used for home improvement 
expenses, although a portion of the loans can be used to pay off existing debt. 
 

The prospective borrower must first sit with a housing counselor at one of the housing 
counseling agencies, which are located at throughout the City. The housing counselor provides 
an explanation of home improvement and repair, reviews loan options based upon applicant’s 
eligibility which will include factors such as credit, the amount requested and the homeowner’s 
income. The counselor also explains what the homeowner is to expect, including the application 
process and home inspection.  

 
Housing counselors also discuss which bank the applicant would like to work with. 

Applicants may work with any branch of any of the eight participating private lenders. In order 
to facilitate this decision, counselors are provided with a list of rates that the banks submit to 
Greater Philadelphia Urban Affairs Coalition (GPUAC), which administers the program. This 
list is updated monthly. At the end of the counseling session, the counselor takes whatever 
information and documentation has been provided and forwards that to GPUAC for review. If 
GPUAC ascertains that the applicant is eligible, it makes the initial contact with the bank, and 
then contacts the housing counselor to inform the applicant that the bank is expecting her and 
which loan officer to contact at the bank she has chosen.    
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It is up to the homeowner to pursue the loan process with the bank. At the bank, the 
applicant receives a loan application and, if she meets the bank’s criteria, is given conditional 
approval and a list of the documents that she must procure to close on the loan. Conditional 
approval is based upon several factors. Some of them pertain to eligibility and the documentation 
which the banks review in greater depth, such as deed of ownership and a more in-depth credit 
investigation, even though these may have been reviewed initially based upon applicant self-
report by the housing counselor and GPUAC. Other criteria are related to more complex issues 
such as the ratio of the loan to the value of the property to be repaired.   

 
If the applicant is given conditional approval, she returns to the housing counselor for 

help finding an inspector to prepare a report. The cost of these front-end inspections is borne by 
homeowners. However, housing counselors have a list of three inspectors who are regarded well 
by the City and the housing counseling agencies and will do inspections at a fixed cost of $300. 
Many banks will front this cost to the applicants, rolling it into the loan. The home inspector 
reviews the proposed repairs and carries out a safety assessment of the home, including its 
structural integrity. Any work that the homeowner desires to be carried out can only be done 
once the home is made safe. This may cut into the amount of money available for intended 
repairs, or in some cases might even supersede the full amount of the loan. Homeowners might 
need to reassess whether or not they want to take the loan; the type and scope of repairs that they 
will be able to do; and whether they will need to seek additional funds from other sources. 
Counselors also counsel the homeowner on how to find a contractor, negotiate with them, and 
procure a work estimate. At this point, the counselor gives the applicant a certification letter to 
present to the banks.   

 
Once again, the applicant returns to the bank with the documentation including the 

certification letter. The bank reviews the documents and if they are accepted arrange a loan 
closing. The applicant then works with the contractor on their own; although the housing 
counselor remains available to assist the homeowner through the repair process until the final 
payment is made. Even if the applicant does not request assistance, the counselor is to follow-up 
with the applicant after 30 days in order to check in on the contractor’s progress. The counselor 
confers with the RDA to request a back-end inspection to ensure that the work was done 
correctly. These inspections are provided at no cost to the homeowner and are carried out by 
RDA employees. After 24 consecutive on-time monthly payments, homeowners may apply for a 
one percent rate reduction on the loan.   

 
3. Homeowner Profiles24 
 

Veronica Barrows 
 
Veronica Barrows lives in a house inherited from her mother that was occupied after her 

mother’s death by a friend who had lived with her mother. When Ms. Barrows moved in she 
discovered extensive damage, particularly to the upstairs, which is currently stripped of dividing 
walls or drywall or any other kind of finish in most places. Much of the ceiling is damaged, there 
are exposed wires, and the upstairs bathroom is also damaged. In the living room ceiling on the 
entrance floor there is a crack over a foot in length that leaks intermittently, apparently from an  

                                                           
24 All names used in this section are pseudonyms. 
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upstairs bathroom. Water leaks constantly from the kitchen ceiling, which she catches in a bucket 
placed on a counter under the leak. There is a third leak in a large pipe located in the basement, 
which she unsuccessfully tried to stem with rags.   
 

Ms. Barrows originally turned to the PHDC’s Weatherization Program while 
unemployed. Program representatives inspected her home and referred her to BSRP due to her 
home’s extensive structural damage. When she contacted BSRP, she was told to attend a group 
forum at the Agency’s offices, where she was informed that she qualified by income and by her 
description of problem. She was told to return to the offices to bring in her deed to the house. 
Upon providing the deed, she had a home inspection after “a couple of months,” which she felt 
was a reasonable wait. She was subsequently notified in a form letter that her “application for 
repair assistance, through the Basic Systems Repair Program (BSRP) has been canceled due to 
the following reason(s)”: the reasons checked off on the form were that “the required repairs 
exceed the cost limit of the BSRP” and “other.” Under the category of other there was no further 
explanation or indication of what this other reason for the cancellation might be, although the 
form contains a space for this information. There was no information provided about any 
possible alternatives programs. The form further indicates that while she can reapply, her 
application would be considered new and would enter the queue accordingly. Ms. Barrows did 
not want to challenge this decision because she is afraid that her house might be condemned. By 
the time of the interview, Ms. Barrows had secured employment, placing her income just above 
the BSRP eligibility criteria, so even if she were not afraid to reapply and/or even if she could do 
some of the repairs on her own in order to reduce the cost of the repairs to make her property 
eligible in that way, she is currently no longer eligible financially for the program. 

 
After her rejection by BSRP, Ms. Barrows read about Philadelphia’s Neighborhood 

Transition Initiative in a City newspaper article that described how NTI was helping to bring 
high-end businesses into her neighborhood and thought that perhaps they may also assist poor 
homeowners. When she called NTI, she was directed to a community organization, where she 
eventually was put in touch with someone who told her that her only option was the City’s 
PHIL-Plus loan programs. He is currently assisting her in her attempt to secure a loan. It appears 
that the major obstacle to receiving the PHIL-Plus loan is her credit, which is bad due to her 
previous bout of unemployment and the difficulty of making ends meet. She seems somewhat 
optimistic that they can get over this hurdle within the next six months.  

 
However, the $10,000 maximum amount that can be made available to her is also 

insufficient to cover her needs. She estimates that this is what she would have to spend on the 
roof alone. She is also afraid that if she touches one thing, this will lead to/expose other 
problems. 
 
Cecilia Grant 
 

Cecilia Grant has been in her home for 32 years. In her experience, home-owning is 
costly because everything that goes wrong is “on you.” It is important to “hurry up and fix it or it 
gets worse.” When she needed roof repairs due to leakage, by the time the City responded you 
could look up through the ceiling and she ended up needing a whole new room below. Ms. Grant 
knows the houses are old, but says “we’re in them.” When her windows and doors became too 
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drafty, a friend referred her to “1234 Market Street” (the offices of PHDC). She called and was 
given an appointment. She returned two or three times for a variety of reasons, estimating that 
whole process of having her home repaired took about three years. Repairs included windows 
(done under the Weatherization Program); back doors; electrical rewiring; yard; roofing and 
plumbing.   

 
Repairs to windows and doors were satisfactory, and Ms. Grant was grateful that the 

program replaced every window in her home; more windows than she was entitled to receive. 
However, she has had trouble with plumbing and electrical work. When BSRP contractors 
rewired under the floors, they replaced the old floorboards. About a year after or even sooner she 
could feel the floor weakening and since then Ms. Grant has experienced problems on the first 
and second floors with sinking floorboards.  

 
Plumbing was also repaired. After the installing of the new pipes, the insulation came 

loose and they burst downstairs. Because of this, Ms. Grant does not believe they were repaired 
correctly as it has only been three years. Although all the work was approved, no one explained 
to her what to do or who to call if something goes wrong. Ms. Grant mused that the house is old; 
maybe this is just the way it is.  

 
Ms. Grant did not call BSRP nor try to contact the contractor directly. Although she was 

given some papers, she felt it was too much of a hassle to pursue. Instead she took out a bank 
loan, using her home for collateral, to cover repairs of the upstairs floors and bathroom. Her son-
in-law repaired the floors and her brother painted. She paid for the sheetrock and other materials 
and was able to borrow equipment. However, they cannot repair the first floor bathroom floors 
because to do so they would need to lift up the supporting beams under the floor and that 
requires special equipment and training. Currently the floor of the first floor bathroom is sinking. 
This is so severe that the floor has become separated from the bottom of the tub and there is a 
gap that appears about two feet long along the side of the tub and a few inches deep between the 
floor and the tub. This sinking slope can be felt in the hallway as well.   

 
Her brother and husband are disabled and cannot help her out. She thinks the City ought 

to be doing more to help people, particularly those with low-income or on a fixed income. Ms. 
Grant feels you have to go through hell and high water to get assistance; going down to 1234 
Market St. is difficult for her. In her words, “you can be dead and gone by the time you get 
there.” Ms. Grant did contact PCA who completed small repairs for disability-related problems, 
but she was informed that they do not handle problems such as her sinking floors. Ms. Grant paid 
off her loan and does not want to take out additional loans in order to fix the downstairs hall and 
bathroom floors because on a fixed income she does not want to pay interest and feels she cannot 
to go back into debt, so she is trying to save to eventually pay for repairs.  

 
Frances Galloway 
 

Ms. Galloway lives next door to an abandoned home. She has been calling L&I for more 
than three years. It has been so long she cannot remember how far back her first phone call was. 
When she calls L&I, she speaks to anybody. They say they will send someone within fifteen 
days but do not show up, except once about three years ago when they came and boarded up the 
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property. Subsequently, a person claiming to be the owner came, said she would be doing 
repairs, and even set up a dumpster. Ms. Galloway thinks the owner tore out the kitchen, because 
she can see it in the trash that litters the backyard. However nothing more was done to the 
property. 

 
 L&I demolished a property across the street in the summer of 2003, and at that time they 
told her that the property next door was on the list to be demolished. However, the never did 
come about as promised. Whenever she does call, she tells them about the house again and 
provides them with information that they listen to (and hopefully record). She says that by this 
time she has called so often that when she provides them with the address of the vacant property, 
they know that it is she, Frances, and greet her by name. L&I tells her that that often there is a 
long waiting list, and it is best to get other neighbors to call in as well. She has tried to get the 
neighbors on the other side of the property to call, but says that she has trouble communicating 
because of a language barrier and that they have not gotten back to her so she does not know 
whether or not they too have tried to speak to L&I.   
 

Ms. Galloway feels that the vacant property is unsafe and adversely affects her enjoyment 
of her own home. It is also the source of home repair problems. The front door of the vacant 
home is falling, wind has blown out windows on the second floor and they remain wide open. 
The wood around the door is falling, which she fears presents a safety hazard to the kids who 
play on the steps. It also draws nuisance crowds, with lots of noise. Ms. Galloway cannot raise 
her window because of the odor from the vacant property and the fleas are a big problem. The 
yard is full of junk, and other neighbors continue to throw their trash over the fence into the yard.  

 
Ms. Galloway is unable to heat her home due to the conditions of the vacant property. In 

the wintertime, even though she heats her home up to 90˚, she cannot get the house warm, 
particularly where it is adjacent to the abandoned home. When it rains, water comes in through 
the walls, leaking into her basement. Further, Ms. Galloway cannot get home insurance. At one 
time she had insurance through a company called United, which would come out and check her 
home and neighborhood periodically. Then one year, they refused to renew her policy because 
she lived next door to an abandoned home.   

 
Her latest attempts to address the problem have been through her City council 

representative’s office, who at first said they would call but did not. Last week she went to a 
community meeting set up by an organization that was supposed to be with the Councilperson, 
who did not attend but sent a representative. The representative did contact Ms. Galloway 
promptly to talk with her and said that they would look into it and get back to her. Ms. Galloway 
hopes that this intervention will finally ensure that L&I takes care of the vacant property next 
door.   

 
CONCLUSION 
 

Philadelphia has a relatively old and inexpensive housing stock. As a result, an unusually 
high percentage of low-income families own their homes. While many of these homes are in 
adequate condition, the number of homes that are not far exceeds the number being served by the 
City’s home repair grant and loan programs. Many of these homeowners are older women, 
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though other low-income individuals own homes that are in need of home-repair assistance. 
Most are not on welfare. Given the lack of decent affordable rental housing in Philadelphia and 
the substantial number of older low-cost owned units, home repair polices often operate as a 
homeless prevention program for the poorest families. Under these conditions, it is imperative 
that assistance be provided to low-income families to address their home repair needs.   

 
Yet, the assistance given is not enough to begin to meet the need. The major home repair 

grant program reaches approximately 10 percent of those income-eligible households that own 
homes that the American Housing Survey identifies as moderately or severely inadequate. While 
well-intentioned, most loan programs are beyond the reach of this population because of related 
issues regarding their credit-worthiness, level of pre-existing debt, and lack of financial resources 
to participate. As a result, low-income ownership is pervasive but under-supported in 
Philadelphia. Initial impressions of the community organizers bear out our findings here as to the 
severity and scope of the problem.25 
 
MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS: 
 

(1) Double funding for the existing Basic Systems Repair Program. An estimated 
13,770 households living in neighborhoods across the city meet income and home repair need 
requirements for BSRP. Yet only 1,400 households are helped annually – one in ten of these 
households. Philadelphia must double our investment and make needed repairs to 2,800 homes 
per year in order to reach all 13,770 households in the next five years. When we compare the 
cost to fix the homes within the next five years and prevent further deterioration with the cost to 
demolish the homes after they have become uninhabitable, the choice is clear.  The $73 million 
needed over 5 years to expand BSRP to meet the need of 13,770 homeowners is 1/8th of the cost 
to taxpayers of demolishing these housing units for $303 million or sheltering these families for 
one year at a cost of $289 million. Expanding BSRP is a cost effective way to preserve 
Philadelphia’s affordable homes and keep our families decently housed.    

 
One strategy to help stretch city home repair dollars is to convert some future grants into 

0% Deferred Home Improvement Loans. The housing market in many neighborhoods across the 
city is increasing in value. Appreciation rates over the past five years exceeded 25 percent in 
some neighborhoods. The city can stretch limited funds by offering 0% deferred loans that 
permit the borrower to pay back the loan upon sale or transfer rather than a grant. Similar to 
deferred loan programs in many other cities across the nation, the homeowner will not be 
required to make payments during the years they are living in the home, but when they sell or 
transfer the property, some of the appreciation in their home value will be used to repay the loan. 
Deferred loans, only work well in neighborhoods with a viable housing market and strong 
appreciation. In neighborhoods where there is insufficient appreciation between the origination 
of the loan and sale of the home to pay for repairs, the loan would be converted back into a grant.  
Deferred loans could help to create a revolving fund that would help keep up with future repair 
needs after the current backlog is substantially eliminated. 
  

                                                           
25 For a review of data on three Philadelphia neighborhoods where organizing have learned about home repair 
issues, see Shdaimah and Stahl, The Perils of Low-IncomeHomeowning: Home Repair Problems Policies in 
Philadelphia.   
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(2) Link new private market development with the improvement of existing homes. 
In exchange for contributing to an established fund for repair and preservation of homes of low-
income homeowners, large-scale residential and commercial developers would be offered 
incentives such as a density bonus (permitting more housing units per acre) and a streamlined 
permitting process. For the first time in decades, regional private developers are building new 
market rate homes and commercial spaces in Philadelphia neighborhoods. It is essential that 
these new mostly upper-income developments help existing residents to reap the benefits of 
neighborhood revitalization.  Stretching private and public subsidy dollars to preserve homes 
will help lessen resistance to new development, build  more integrated mixed income 
neighborhoods and lower the chance that blight from abandoned homes will lessen the 
attractiveness or value of new housing over time.   

 
(3) Speed up BSRP Process to Serve More Residents. Combine the two BSRP tiers 

and speed intake. BSRP has two distinct tiers with differing qualification procedures.  
Approximately one in four homes assigned to Tier 1 is later reclassified as Tier 2.  When this 
happens, all work stops; the owner is required to submit detailed income documentation not 
required for Tier 1 and, after completing this second intake procedure, goes to the end of the Tier 
2 wait list. A unified program with a single qualification standard will eliminate these delays. 
The Weatherization Assistance Program (WAP) and the Low Income Energy Assistance 
Program (LIHEAP) have income requirements the same as or more stringent than BSRP. By 
recognizing that any homeowner who has been accepted for WAP or LIHEAP benefits in the 
current program year is income-eligible for BSRP, the program could speed up Tier 2 enrollment 
dramatically and eliminate the need for two tiers. WAP data are already available to BSRP staff; 
LIHEAP enrollment would be confirmed by an electronic link to the state’s database.  

 
(4) Change the way BSRP work orders are written up. An initial inspection defines 

the scope of work given to a contractor. BSRP inspectors sometimes miss a critical repair need, 
or misjudge the cost of a repair because additional problems are only revealed after work has 
begun. The requirement for a change order in all such cases causes substantial delays, which a 
changed procedure could eliminate. Inspectors should issue more flexible work orders that 
reflect a careful evaluation of all major systems, but let the contractor determine the specific 
materials and quantities for a given repair and make minor adjustments to the scope within a 
specified contingency limit. 

 
In the short run, policy developments consistent with the above recommendations would 

begin a process of effectively assisting low-income homeowners stay in their homes. Failure to 
do so will only add to the low-income housing problem in Philadelphia, including the long-run 
costs associated with increased abandonment and increased homelessness.  
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Table 1: 14-City Statistical Comparison on Housing-Related Indicators, 2000 U.S. Census 

POVERTY STATUS IN 1999                

Universe: Population for whom poverty status is determined            

  

Philadelphia 
city, 
Pennsylvania 

Washington 
city, District 
of Columbia 

Miami 
city, 
Florida 

Atlanta 
city, 
Georgia 

Chicago 
city, 
Illinois 

Baltimore 
city, 
Maryland 

Boston city, 
Massachusetts 

Detroit 
city, 
Michigan 

St. Louis 
city, 
Missouri 

Newark 
city, 
New 
Jersey 

New York 
city, New 
York 

Cleveland 
city, Ohio 

Pittsburgh 
city, 
Pennsylva
nia 

New Haven 
city, 
Connecticut 

                              

Total: 1,468,404 541,657 352,916 392,406 2,839,038 626,051 558,707 932,512 339,323 261,451 7,854,530 466,305 313,383 113,320 

                              

Income in 1999 below poverty level: 336,177 109,500 100,405 95,743 556,791 143,514 109,128 243,153 83,388 74,263 1,668,938 122,479 63,866 27,613 

  23% 20% 28% 24% 20% 23% 20% 26% 25% 28% 21% 26% 20% 24% 

 
 

YEAR STRUCTURE BUILT              

Universe: Housing units               

  

Philadelphia 
city, 
Pennsylvania 

Washington 
city, District 
of Columbia 

Miami 
city, 
Florida 

Atlanta 
city, 
Georgia 

Chicago 
city, 
Illinois 

Baltimore 
city, 
Maryland 

Boston city, 
Massachusetts 

Detroit 
city, 
Michigan 

St. Louis 
city, 
Missouri 

Newark 
city, 
New 
Jersey 

New York 
city, New 
York 

Cleveland 
city, Ohio 

Pittsburgh 
city, 
Pennsylvania 

New Haven city, 
Connecticut 

Total: 661,958 274,845 148,554 186,998 1,152,871 300,477 251,935 375,096 176,354 100,141 3,200,912 215,844 163,366 52,941 

                              

Built 1980 to March 2000 35794 20941 28278 38081 98710 21662 23153 14347 10477 13493 289343 9411 9759 6426 

  5% 8% 19% 20% 9% 7% 9% 4% 6% 13% 9% 4% 6% 12% 

                              

Built 1950 to 1979 239782 112766 83394 97518 451227 113928 70144 150161 51922 41893 1269471 63616 48684 20750 

  36% 41% 56% 52% 39% 38% 28% 40% 29% 42% 40% 29% 30% 39% 

                              

Built 1949 or earlier 386382 141138 36882 51399 602934 164887 158638 210588 113955 44755 1642098 142817 104923 25765 

  58% 51% 25% 27% 52% 55% 63% 56% 65% 45% 51% 66% 64% 49% 
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Philadelphia 
city, 
Pennsylvania 

Washington 
city, District 
of Columbia 

Miami 
city, 
Florida 

Atlanta 
city, 
Georgia 

Chicago 
city, 
Illinois 

Baltimore 
city, 
Maryland 

Boston city, 
Massachusetts 

Detroit 
city, 
Michigan 

St. Louis 
city, 
Missouri 

Newark 
city, 
New 
Jersey 

New 
York 
city, 
New 
York 

Cleveland 
city, Ohio 

Pittsburgh 
city, 
Pennsylvania 

New Haven city, 
Connecticut 

Median year structure built 1945 1949 1963 1962 1948 1947 1940- 1948 1941 1953 1949 1940 1940- 1951 

 

 

MEDIAN VALUE (DOLLARS) FOR ALL OWNER-OCCUPIED HOUSING UNITS          

Universe: Owner-occupied housing units              

  
Philadelphia city, 
Pennsylvania 

Washington 
city, District 
of Columbia 

Miami 
city, 
Florida 

Atlanta 
city, 
Georgia 

Chicago 
city, 
Illinois 

Baltimore 
city, 
Maryland 

Boston city, 
Massachusetts 

Detroit 
city, 
Michigan 

St. Louis 
city, 
Missouri 

Newark 
city, 
New 
Jersey 

New 
York 
city, 
New 
York 

Cleveland 
city, Ohio 

Pittsburgh 
city, 
Pennsylvania 

New Haven city, 
Connecticut 

                              

Median value 61,000 153,500 116,400 144,100 144,300 69,900 210,100 62,800 63,500 132,800 221,200 71,100 60,700 104,300 
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TENURE                

Universe: Occupied housing units              

  

Philadelphia 
city, 
Pennsylvania 

Washington 
city, District 
of Columbia 

Miami 
city, 
Florida 

Atlanta 
city, 
Georgia 

Chicago 
city, 
Illinois 

Baltimore 
city, 
Maryland 

Boston city, 
Massachusetts 

Detroit 
city, 
Michigan 

St. Louis 
city, 
Missouri 

Newark 
city, 
New 
Jersey 

New York 
city, New 
York 

Cleveland 
city, Ohio 

Pittsburgh 
city, 
Pennsylvania 

New Haven city, 
Connecticut 

Total: 590,071 248,338 134,359 168,242 1,061,921 257,996 239,528 336,428 147,076 91,382 3,021,588 190,633 143,739 47,094 

                              

Owner occupied 349,651 101,216 46,847 73,475 464,912 129,879 77,209 184,672 68,917 21,750 912,133 92,498 74,930 13,918 

 % Own 59% 41% 35% 44% 44% 50% 32% 55% 47% 24% 30% 49% 52% 30% 

                              

Renter occupied 240,420 147,122 87,512 94,767 597,009 128,117 162,319 151,756 78,159 69,632 2,109,455 98,135 68,809 33,176 

% Rent 41% 59% 65% 56% 56% 50% 68% 45% 53% 76% 70% 51% 48% 70% 

 
 
POVERTY STATUS BY TENURE             

Universe: Occupied housing units              

  

Philadelphia 
city, 
Pennsylvania 

Washington 
city, District 
of Columbia 

Miami 
city, 
Florida 

Atlanta 
city, 
Georgia 

Chicago 
city, 
Illinois 

Baltimore 
city, 
Maryland 

Boston city, 
Massachusetts 

Detroit 
city, 
Michigan 

St. Louis 
city, 
Missouri 

Newark 
city, New 
Jersey 

New York 
city, New 
York 

Cleveland 
city, Ohio 

Pittsburgh 
city, 
Pennsylvania 

New Haven 
city, 
Connecticut 

Owner occupied: 349,651 101,216 46,847 73,475 464,912 129,879 77,209 184,672 68,917 21,750 912,133 92,498 74,930 13,918 

Income in 1999 below poverty level: 49,663 6,747 6,276 6,236 34,513 12,994 4,055 27,171 7,065 2,189 64,586 10,419 6,424 991 

                              

Renter occupied: 240,420 147,122 87,512 94,767 597,009 128,117 162,319 151,756 78,159 69,632 2,109,455 98,135 68,809 33,176 

Income in 1999 below poverty level: 79,900 36,218 33,847 28,663 154,365 43,931 41,042 54,870 25,556 24,434 536,597 36,738 22,629 10,048 

                              

Total poor renters and owners 129,563 42,965 40,123 34,899 188,878 56,925 45,097 82,041 32,621 26,623 601,183 47,157 29,053 11,039 

                              

% of poor who own their home 38.33% 15.70% 15.64% 17.87% 18.27% 22.83% 8.99% 33.12% 21.66% 8.22% 10.74% 22.09% 22.11% 8.98% 

 

MORTGAGE STATUS               

Universe: Specified owner-occupied housing units             
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Philadelphia city, 
Pennsylvania 

Washington 
city, District 
of Columbia 

Miami 
city, 
Florida 

Atlanta 
city, 
Georgia 

Chicago 
city, 
Illinois 

Baltimore 
city, 
Maryland 

Boston city, 
Massachusetts 

Detroit city, 
Michigan 

St. 
Louis 
city, 
Missour
i 

Newark 
city, 
New 
Jersey 

New York 
city, New 
York 

Cleveland 
city, Ohio 

Pittsburgh 
city, 
Pennsylvani
a 

New Haven 
city, 
Connecticut 

Total: 315,437 76,289 33,823 61,208 263,925 116,580 30,467 164,182 55,170 8,784 391,402 75,285 66,568 8,479 

                              

Housing units with a mortgage, 
contract to purchase, or similar 
debt: 175,710 55,138 21,477 44,875 180,801 79,119 21,374 103,299 34,885 6,412 265,120 51,203 38,578 6,134 

  56% 72% 63% 73% 69% 68% 70% 63% 63% 73% 68% 68% 58% 72% 

                              

Housing units without a mortgage 139,727 21,151 12,346 16,333 83,124 37,461 9,093 60,883 20,285 2,372 126,282 24,082 27,990 2,345 

  44% 28% 37% 27% 31% 32% 30% 37% 37% 27% 32% 32% 42% 28% 

 

OCCUPANCY STATUS               

Universe: Housing units               

  

Philadelphia 
city, 
Pennsylvania 

Washington 
city, District 
of Columbia 

Miami 
city, 
Florida 

Atlanta 
city, 
Georgia 

Chicago 
city, 
Illinois 

Baltimore 
city, 
Maryland 

Boston city, 
Massachusetts 

Detroit 
city, 
Michigan 

St. Louis 
city, 
Missouri 

Newark 
city, 
New 
Jersey 

New York 
city, New 
York 

Cleveland 
city, Ohio 

Pittsburgh 
city, 
Pennsylvania 

New Haven city, 
Connecticut 

Total: 661,958 274,845 148,554 186,998 1,152,871 300,477 251,935 375,096 176,354 100,141 3,200,912 215,844 163,366 52,941 

                              

Occupied 590,071 248,338 134,359 168,242 1,061,921 257,996 239,528 336,428 147,076 91,382 3,021,588 190,633 143,739 47,094 

  89% 90% 90% 90% 92% 86% 95% 90% 83% 91% 94% 88% 88% 89% 

                              

Vacant 71,887 26,507 14,195 18,756 90,950 42,481 12,407 38,668 29,278 8,759 179,324 25,211 19,627 5,847 

  11% 10% 10% 10% 8% 14% 5% 10% 17% 9% 6% 12% 12% 11% 

 
Source: U.S. Census, 2000. 
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Table 2 
Profile of Basic Systems Home Repair eligible population with homes moderately or severely 
inadequate (BSRP target population/ 150% of the poverty line)* 
 

 
BSRP target population 
 

 
All home-owners in the City 
of Philadelphia 
 

 
 

  
% 
 

Frequency 
 

 % 
 

Frequency 
 

Race (%)     

White 14.6 2,012 48.3 183,903 

Black 56.4 7,771 43 163,930 

American Indian, Aleut, or Eskimo   0.5 2,046 

Asian or Pacific Islander 7.0 963 4.9 18,511 

Other Race 22.0 3,022 3.3 12,589 

      

Spanish Origin (%) 22.0 3,023 6.2 23,597 

     

Age (mean) 52  53  

      

Age (%)     
<26  4.2 577 4.1 15,925 

26-35  11.8 1,618 17 64,563 

36-45  35.1 4,836 20.5 78,180 

46-55  17.6 2,423 18.1 69,058 

56-65  - - 13.1 49,830 

66 + 31.3 4,313 27.2 103,424 

      

Sex (%)     

Male 36.8 5,071 42.5 162,050 

Female 63.2 8,699 57.5 218,929 

      

Received SSI, AFDC or PA (%)     

Yes 28.5 3,928 5 1,8912 

No 71.5 9,841 95 362,067 

      

Year unit bought (mean) 1984  1979  

      

 Year built (mean) 1925  1934  

      

Current market value of unit (mean/$) 30,203  73,865  

      

Household income (mean/$) 7,294  41,665  

 
 
Source: American Housing Survey, 1999. 
 
* BSRP eligibility equals 150% of the poverty line which is a function of income and household size. For 

example for a family of four it would be a monthly income of $ 2,264. See also Appendix 1. 
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Table 3 
 

BSRP Funding by Year (in $s) 

 
1996 16,277,476 
 
1997 14,433,336 
 
1998 11,103,524 
 
1999 10,616,000 
 
2000 8,251,000 
 
2001 8,881,000 
 
2002 10,674,000 
 
2003 12,300,000 
 
2004 19,260,000 
 
2005 10,875,000 
 
Sources:  Years 1996 - 2001 PHDC BSRP Packet; 2002 and 2003 stats from  
 
http://www.phila.gov/ohcd/conplan28/28budget.pdf . 2004 from  
 
http://www.phila.gov/ohcd/conplan30/2004budget.pdf. 
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Table 4 
Home Repair Problems Among BSRP Income-Eligible Homes That are Rated Adequate 
American Housing Survey, 1999 
 

 

BSRP Cut-Off  
(150% of Poverty) 
 

  % Frequency 

Interior    

Peeling Paint > 8 x 11 square feet 7.1 7988 

Open Cracks Wider than a Dime 6.3 7079 

   

Exterior   

Water Leak in Roof 14.8 15408 

Holes/cracks or crumbling  Foundation 5.2 5428 

Outside walls missing siding /bricks  4.3 4495 

   

 
Source: American Housing Survey, 1999. 
 
 
 
 
Table 5 
Home Repair Problems Among BSRP Income-Eligible Homes, American Housing Survey, 1999 
 

  %of BSRP Homes Frequency 

Total Homes Owned by Families with Incomes Below BSRP Cutoff 100 125,703 

   

Homes rated severely or moderately inadequate 11.0 13,770 

Homes with at least one significant problem* 23.4 29,371 

 
Source: American Housing Survey, 1999. 
 
*Homes with at least one of the following home repair problems:  peeling paint, cracks in the walls wider 
than a dime, holes in the floor, parts of roof missing, outside bricks missing, buckling outer walls, boarded 
windows, crumbling foundation, or holes in the roof. 
 
 



Table 6: Major Home Repair and Home Maintenance Programs for Low-Income Households in Philadelphia 

Program 
Type of 
Assistance 

Administered 
By Funded By 

Income 
Eligibility 
Criteria Other Criteria 

Scope of 
Assistance 

People Served 
Annually 
(approximately) Waiting List 

Basic Systems 
Repair Program 
(BSRP)26 Grant 

Philadelphia 
Housing and 
Development 
Corporation 
(PHDC) 

Mostly 
Community 
Development 
Block Grant 
(CDBG) money  

150% of the 
Federal 
Poverty Line 

Home ownership; 
Only certain types of 
repairs; Repairs must 
bring house to 
acceptable level at a 
cost not to exceed 
$12,500 

Tier 1- Up to 
3,500, Tier 2- 
3,500-12,500 273027 

2700 await initial 
inspection/assignments28 
750 Tier 2 applicants 
are assigned to service 
representatives 29 
760 approved cases 
await Tier 2 services 
and 
200 cases received some 
repairs and await repairs 
to additional systems30 

Targeted BSRP 
Homeowner match 
loan with grant  

PHDC, 
channeled 
through non-
profit agencies 
(mostly CDCs) NTI 

Up to 80% 
of Average 
Median 
Income for 
the area 
(AMI) 

For eligible activities 
including major 
systems, exterior 
façade 
improvements, 
pointing and 
sidewalk and step 
replacements.  

Grant of up to 
up to 
maximum of 
$12,500 (or 
$15,000 for 
façade 
treatment) 

An estimated 
overall target of 
240 properties31 NA32 

                                                           
 

26 Unless otherwise indicated, information from PHDC website, interviews and program documents. 
27 Unless otherwise indicated, figures are for Fiscal year 28 which is from July of 2002-June 2003.   
28 Most of these fall under the roof only category.  All are approved for Tier 1 level services, but inspection may result in ineligible problems, Tier 1 repairs or referral to Tier 2 services. 
Program officials estimate that half of these applicants will be approved for service. 
29 About half of these are likely to be approved. 
30 This is a snapshot as of December 2004, as are Targeted BSRP figures. 
31 This is based on the fact that 10 CDCs were given contracts, 2 of which dropped out, and assumes that the 8 remaining CDCs will spend $150,000 of their contracts on repairs and 
average $5,000 of grant money per property. 
32 The Community Development Corporations (CDCs) did targeted outreach for the program so it is likely that there are few to no people awaiting services. 



 

 

Heater Hotline33 Grant 

Energy 
Coordinating 
Agency 

 OHCD through 
PHDC 

150% of 
Federal 
Poverty Line Priority to the elderly 

Basic heater 
repairs up to 
$2000 (if 
replacement 
necessary, will 
refer to BSRP) 3.45334 

1,400 eligible 
households have not 
received service from 
Heater Hotline either 
directly or via referral to 
BSRP 

SHARP Grant 

Philadelphia 
Corporation for 
the Aging 

CDBG; Aging 
Block Grant 
(from PA lottery 
and Federal 
Aging Block 
Grant   

Over age 60, with a 
priority point system 
including clients 
over age 75, those 
who live alone, 
disability. 

Up to $1,300, 
but usually 
around $600 
worth of minor 
repairs 750 

1165 households as of 
12/07/2004 

Adaptive 
Modification 
Program Grant 

Philadelphia 
Corporation for 
the Aging 

Mostly CDBG; 
some TANF 
money through 
the Dept. of 
Community and 
Economic 
Development; 
some PA state 
Access Grant 
money 

Up to 50% 
AMI Any disabled person 

Up to $25,000 
with special 
permission, 
first come/first 
served with 
multi-year 
waiting list 300 

917 households as of 
12/07/2004 

Weatherization Grant PHDC 

Federal Dept. 
of Energy, 
Office of 
Building 
Technology; 
State and 
Community 

150% of the 
Federal 
Poverty Line 

Must be tenant or 
homeowner living in 
property   1,400 

550-660 people await 
appointment letters to be 
scheduled to apply35 

                                                           
33 All information on Heater Hotline provided by Cheryl Porter, Project Manager for Heater Hotline, Energy Coordinating Agency. 
34 From September 03 through August 04.  This includes only households whose heaters were repaired by through this program; an additional 1,138 households were visited by ECA 
mechanics who referred households in need of more extensive repairs to the Basic Systems Repair Program. 
35These figures were provided by program officials and are for people who have expressed an interest but have not been invited to attend an orientation session.  Only after attending such 
a session and procuring the required documents will their eligibility for services be determined.   



 

 

Programs; 
and the Low 
Income 
Home Energy 
Assistance 
Block Grant.  
Administered 
by  PA Dept. 
of 
Community 
& Economic 
Development 

PHIL-Loan Loan 

RDA; Housing 
Counseling 
Agencies, 
Private Banks; 
Administered by 
the Greater 
Philadelphia 
Urban Affairs 
Coalition 

Funded at $5 
million for 2004, 
1 million CDBG 
and 4 million 
RDA bonds 

For 5% loan, 
unlimited, 
For 3% loan 
guidelines 
(based on 
household 
size and 
income, for 
example 
family of 
four- 
$78,430) 

Prime product so that 
credit history must 
be good 

Up to $25,000 
at 3% or 5% 
depending on 
borrower’s 
income level, 
for a 
maximum 
term of 20 
years 

81 in Fiscal Year 
28 (July 2002-
June 2003 Not applicable 

Mini-PHIL Loan 

RDA; Housing 
Counseling 
Agencies, 
Private Banks; 
The Greater 
Philadelphia 
Urban Affairs 
Coalition 
(GPUAC) NTI 

Targeted to 
low and 
moderate 
income 
borrowers 
but available 
to up to 
115% of area 
median 
income 

Home-owner 
occupied; 1-4 unit 
homes; Sub-prime 
product so that credit 
history criteria are 
more relaxed 
(although they do 
exist) 

$1,000 -
$10,000 
at a fixed 
interest rate, 
determined by 
lender, but less 
than HOEPA 
caps, for  
maximum 10-
year term  

43 loans have 
been processed. of 
these 16 were 
closed,  10 have 
been conditionally 
approved ,18 have 
been denied, and 
5 applicants  
withdrew, and the 
remainder are in 
process.36 Not applicable 

                                                           
36 Figures are from the time the program was launched in July 2003 through October 2004, as are the figures for the Phil-Plus. 



 

 

PHIL-Plus Loan 

RDA; Housing 
Counseling 
Agencies, 
Private Banks; 
GPUAC NTI 

Targeted to 
low and 
moderate 
income 
borrowers 
but available 
to up to 
115% of area 
median 
income 

At least 50% of the 
loan must be used for 
home improvement, 
but rest can be 
applied to high costs 
debts, utilities or 
hiring project 
manager to oversee 
repairs Sub-prime 
product so that credit 
history criteria are 
more relaxed 
(although they do 
exist) 

Up to $25,000 
at fixed 
interest rate, 
determined by 
lender, but less 
than HOEPA 
caps, for  
maximum 20- 
year term 
Rates  
reducible by 
up to 1% after 
24 consecutive 
timely 
monthly 
payments. 
 

104 loans have 
been processed. of 
these 44 were 
closed, 46 have 
been conditionally 
approved, 33 have 
been denied, and 
6 applicants  
withdrew, and the 
remainder are in 
process.37 Not applicable 

 

                                                           
37 Figures are from the time the program was launched in July 2003 through October 2004, as are the figures for the Phil-Plus. 



Table 7 
Demographic Breakdown of BSRP Households 
 

Race Number Percent 

      American Indian households:          5 0.2% 

      Asian households:            13  0.5% 

      Black households:                2004  81.5% 

      Hispanic households:                        257 10.4% 

      White households:                    181  7.4% 

Total:          100% 

   

Female head of household:         2034 83% 

   

Aged 65+ head of household:       692 28% 

   

Handicapped head of household:    1037  42% 

 
Source: Basic Systems Home Repair, Unpublished data. 
 
 
 
Table 8 
BSRP Completed Cases By Philadelphia City Council Districts, Third Quarter of FY29 (January - 
March 2004) 
 

Council District 
BSRP Completed Cases 
(July 1, 2002-June 30, 
2004) 

Percent BSRP Completed 
Cases (July 1, 2002-June 
30, 2004) 

1  DiCicco 420 7% 

2  Verna 672 11% 

3  Blackwell 881 15% 

4  Nutter 628 11% 

5  Clarke 942 16% 

6  Krawjewski 107 2% 

7  Mariano 577 10% 

8  Reed Miller 906 15% 

9  Tasco 767 13% 

10  O'Neill 12 0.2% 

 

 
Source: Basic Systems Home Repair, Unpublished data.



Appendix 1: Adequacy of housing as defined by the American Housing Survey 
 
1 adequate 
2 moderately inadequate 
3 severely inadequate 
 
A unit is severely inadequate if any of the following conditions exist: 
1. The unit lacks complete plumbing facilities. 
2. There were 3 or more heating equipment breakdowns lasting 6 hours or more 
in the last 90 days. 
3. The unit has no electricity. 
4. The electrical wiring is not concealed, working wall outlets are not present in 
every room, and fuses/breakers blew 3 or more times in the last 90 days. 
5. 5 or more of the following exist: 
outside water leaks, inside water leaks, holes in the floor, cracks wider 
than a dime in the walls, areas of peeling paint or plaster larger than 
8 1/2 x 11, rodents seen in the unit recently 
6. all 4 of the following exist: 
no working light fixtures or no light fixtures at all in public hallways, 
loose, broken, or missing steps in common stairways, 
stair railings not firmly attached or no stair railings on stairs at all, 
there are 3 or more floors between the unit and the main entrance to the 
building and there is no elevator 
 
A unit is moderately inadequate if it is not severely inadequate and any of 
the following conditions exist: 
1. The unit lacks complete kitchen facilities. 
2. There were 3 or more toilet breakdowns lasting 6 hours or more in the 
last 90 days 
3. An unvented room heater is the main heating equipment. 
4. 3 or 4 of the following exist: 
outside water leaks, inside water leaks, holes in the floor, cracks wider 
than a dime in the walls, areas of peeling paint or plaster larger than 
8 1/2 x 11, rodents seen in the unit recently 
5. 3 of the following exist: 
no working light fixtures or no light fixtures at all in public hallways, 
loose, broken, or missing steps in common stairways, 
stair railings not firmly attached or no stair railings on stairs at all, 
there are 3 or more floors between the unit and the main entrance to the 
building and there is no elevator 
 
A unit is adequate if it is neither severely nor moderately inadequate.  



 

 

Appendix 2: Measuring poverty 

 

� The federal poverty line 2002 for a household of four is   
 $18,100.  

 (HHS, Dept. of Health and Human Services) 
 

� HUD, US Department of Housing and Urban Development  
� for household of four low income (80% AMI)  < $50,650 
� for household of four very low (50% AMI)  < $31,650 
� for household of four extremely low (30% AMI)  < $19,000 

 
� OHCD, Office of Housing and Community Development 

� OHCD low income (50% AMI)   < $31,650 
� OHCD very low income (25% AMI)    < $15,825 

 
� Area median family income (Metro Area)      $63,300 
� Median family income (city)         $37,036 
� Median homeowner income (city)       $37,773 
� Median renter income (city)         $21,365  

 
� BSRP limit for household of four     <$27,600 

 

 

 


